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"The Place Where Your Nature Meets Mine":
Diane di Prima in the West
Timothy Gray

Timothy Gray is
Assistant Professor
of English at the
College of Staten
Island, City Univer
sity of New York.
He has published on
Frank O'Hara,
James Schuyler,
Gary Snyder, and
Greil Marcus in
such journals as
Contemporary Liter
ature, Genre and
Prospects: An
Annual of Ameri
can Cultural Stud
ies.

In Minor Characters, her memoir of growing up
in the Beat Generation, Joyce Johnson describes
a moment in 1947 when Jack Kerouac, languish
ing in his mother's apartment in Queens, began
to dream of a life
the road:

In Ozone Park, the evenings were as
drowsy as
memories of boyhood. In
the eternal, spotless order of his mother's
kitchen, a long subway ride from the allnight haunts of Times Square, he spread
maps out
table after the dishes
were cleared, and like a navigator plot
ted
route of his contemplated jour
ney. The western place names were
magic words of incantation. Cimarron,
Council Bluffs, Platte, Cheyenne.
Thoughts of Neal stirred in him, merged
with romantic images of plainsmen and
pioneers. Cassady loomed large in Jack's
mind as archetypal, both his long-lost
brother and the very spirit of the West in
his rootlessness and energy.
(23)
Because Johnson was only twelve years old in
1947, and would not meet Kerouac for another
ten years, she is clearly imagining this scene.
Still, one wonders just how far she would have
been able to move beyond the "spotless order"
of Gabrielle Kerouac's kitchen table
she
been present
this occasion. Women like John
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son may have defied their middle-class parents with their choice of a
bohemian lifestyle, but few of them experienced the
Kerouac must
have received when he spread out the
map and imagined a plea
surably "rootless" mobility.1 Nor did they have at their disposal a sta
ble of friends like Neal Cassady, ready
drop everything and hit the
road at a moment's notice. Indeed, for nearly all of
women, farflung places on the map would remain mysterious, for the simple rea
son that domestic responsibilities kept them anchored in place, usually
in service to a more freewheeling man.2 According to Maria Damon, the
"foregrounding of homosocial and mobile masculinity" in the writings
of Kerouac and his peers fundamentally "obscured both the actual
domestic arrangements many Beats made and the artistic achievements
of their female counterparts and partners" (145). In the meantime,
Damon explains, Beat women "hung
married, cohabited, eloped,
drank, drugged and held it
In short, they did everything the
men did in addition to childbearing and domestic 'duties' which, in
accord with the tribal ideology of the movement, took
a positive
aura" (146). Those who managed to venture into the literary sphere dis
covered that it was
of patriarchal mythology, and that misogyny
often reigned in
venues where the literature was read (Davidson
As a result, many decided to
close to home.
of the
Beat Generation may have been "feminists before the term
coined,"
as Brenda Knight asserts in the introduction to her important anthology
(6), but for the most part theirs was a life spent "off the road. " Diane di
Prima offered a wry description of the geographic claustrophobia they
suffered when she defined homesickness as a longing "not for where
you have been but for where you will never go" (Dinners 153).
Hailed in a recent
of revisionist Beat histories, di Prima is often
depicted as the leotard-clad icon staring back at the camera in defiance.
She is remembered best as the "ferocious individualist" (Pinchbeck 387)
who knew the ways of the streets, and as the iconoclastic revolutionary,
fueled by rage, who devoted herself to the "bloody process" of self-mar
ginalization (Libby 47).
is celebrated by many as the "archetypal
Beat woman" (Watson 270) who, with fierce determination, made seri
ous headway in a male-dominated subculture, publishing poems in the
alternative periodicals, putting out a series of well-received books, and
co-editing
influential newsletter, The Floating Bear, with LeRoi Jones.
And yet, for others, di Prima is regarded as the doyenne of Beat domes
ticity, part of a retinue of women who, by virtue of their humanity and
largesse, helped make the gritty downtown scene a bit more comfort
able for their male counterparts. According George Butterick, it is di
Prima who "reminds us that the [Beat] generation spent as much time
urban 'pads' as it did 'on the road', and that one can travel as far by
human relationships as by the thumb" (149). Blossom Kirschenbaum
offers a more flexible analysis, praising di Prima's ability to "flaunt defi
of family even while enlarging the circle of quasi-family, which
comes to include other poets, those who share the pads,
with
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whom one breaks bread — one's true com-panions — and those with
whom one maintains enduring relationships" (57).
problem with
most of these portrayals is that they tend to pit ("ferocious") individu
alism against ("enduring") domestic relationships, resistance against
peaceful accommodation, movement against
By doing so, they
reinforce binary structures and obscure such things as communal iden
tity and mobile domesticity. Perhaps for this very reason, they overlook
the fact that, as di Prima left her native New York in the sixties
trav
el (and eventually settle) in the West, taking an ever-changing group
family and friends along for the
she fundamentally altered the spa
tial contours of the Beat lifestyle, opening up a constellation of possibil
ities for the women suffering silently in bohemia's urban fiefdoms.3
Because my study of di Prima's life and work is influenced by cul
tural geography and theories of movement, this project owes a debt to
several critical thinkers, including Caren Kaplan, who would have us
see that "questions of travel" break down binary structures that natu
ralize arbitrary oppositions and suppress hidden terms, as part of an
ongoing effort "signify the possibilities of multiple figures and tropes
of displacement that might lead us to more complex and accurate maps
of cultural production" (9); Mary Louise
whose theory of "contact
zones" has greatly aided those of us who believe that travel opens up a
"space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come
into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations" (6-7);
James Clifford, an anthropologist who envisions "home" as a "series of
locations and encounters" ("Notes" 128) and "fieldwork" as
exercise
in autobiography (Routes 85-91); and the late Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari, who argued that one's "unknown homeland" or "natal" space
is never
conditioned as it is by a rhythmic and relentlessly direc
tional drive
the ecstasy one finds in "melodic landscapes" (31215, 318-23). Di Prima constantly confirms the findings of these theorists,
inasmuch as her travels in the West show us that heuristic binaries such
as domesticity/mobility,
territory, East/West, and
city/country are prone to reconfiguration and subject to new articula
tion. And yet for di Prima the "crossing of boundaries" has always been
a practical concern, the personal stakes of which are easy
underesti
mate when we feather our intellectual nests with too many layers of
abstract philosophy
academic jargon. After all, di Prima made
boundary-crossing her practice long before it became a theoretical fad,
taking great risks as she followed her own route to enlightenment. In
order to assess those risks, I find that I must attend to the daily details
that fill her writings:
way she fed and clothed herself and her fam
ily, the music and memories that served as the background for her phys
ical and intellectual sojourns, the challenges of setting up a household
(or moving away from one), the qualities of light that filled the land
scapes she traversed, the style and grace with which she moved through
space.
By the age of fourteen, when di Prima told
Brooklyn family that
she had decided to become a poet, she knew that stepping over
line
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could bring dire consequences. "I cried," she told me, recalling her fate
ful decision. "It
a sad day for me, because I knew I was saying
goodbye people and family
a basic everyday way of life."4 By the
time she dropped out of Swarthmore College and dropped in
a bur
geoning bohemian scene in lower Manhattan, she was
on her way
to becoming a Beat icon. She was hip and well-read. She dressed in
black clothing.
wore her hair long and took
lovers. When
Bob Kaufman spoke of "Mulberry-eyed girls in black stockings/
Smelling vaguely of mint jelly and last night's bongo drummer," in his
poem "Bagel Shop Jazz" (107),
referring to fashion statements di
Prima
made popular. Her streetwise attitude
attracted notice,
surprising many of the men
the
"I've actually
balls to
enjoy myself," she told Anne Waldman in a 1978 interview. "Although
my parents were sort of
the lower edge of the middle class, I'm defi
nitely a street person. All my first writing was completely predicated on
getting the slang of N. Y. in the period of the early '50's down on paper
somehow or another" (Waldman 45).
Di Prima's New York moxie is
display in "More or Less Love
Poems," an early sequence of short lyrics that combine the compact wis
dom of Buddhist aphorisms with the kind of backhanded compliments
traded back
forth in barroom conversation. The result is a some
what skittish acceptance of what love offered women of
Beat Gener
ation. "In case you put me down I got it figured/ how there are better
mouths than yours/ more swinging bodies/ wilder scenes than this," she
says in one poem. "In
you put me down it won't help much" (Pieces
9). Another poem,
laconic phrasing stripped to the bone, is even
more piercing in
sentiments:

In your arms baby
I don't feel no
spring in winter
but I guess I can do
without
galoshes.

In your arms baby
I don't hear no
angels sing
but maybe I forget
turn on
the phonograph.
(Pieces 9)
Wary self-protection and deflective humor are the dominant keys
these poems. For
her toughness, the poet appears to be holding
something back. In Memoirs of a Beatnik, an erotic portrait of her salad
days in
New
underground, di Prima speaks of
"eternal tire
rule of Cool" that forbid emotional attachment (94). To hear her
Published by eGrove, 2003
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tell it, she subscribed to a "philosophy of resigned desperation," the
goal of which was to look "a little beat, a little down" (17).5 But di
Prima's cool attitude could not fully suppress her restless longing for
"wilder scenes than this": places where the glory of an early spring is
unmistakable event, not a futile hope; places where angelic songs
pour down from the heavens. To find these "wilder scenes," she would
have to learn how to draw her own cognitive map, a daunting task for
women in the fifties and early sixties, when few such blueprints exist-

During the sixties — the decade of long, strange trips — this native
New Yorker wended her way westward, in fits and starts, as part of an
ongoing effort to establish new alliances and locate basic personal free
doms. For di
"the West" was a series of encounters in places as
diverse as San Francisco, Wyoming, New Mexico, and even upstate New
York (one of America's first frontiers). Her gradual assimilation in these
regions
a profound effect not only on her psyche, but
her
poetry, which came to discard the harsher style of the New York
and edge closer to the ecological and mystical paradigms favored by
poets of the
Francisco Renaissance.
discovered new modes
of domesticity, many of which took advantage of the vast open-air set
tings she enjoyed. Above all, she proved that the on-the-road genre
belongs to women as well as men. Di Prima's sojourn in the West has
been
intimate journey, and yet it is full of social significance. It is as
fluid and honest a story as I have read.
Di Prima made her first
to the West in 1961. Accompanied by
her young daughter Jeanne, she arrived in
Francisco to visit Michael
and Joanna McClure, who enjoyed one of the few equitable partnerships
among Beat couples (Knight 217).7 From them, she learned about the
natural cycles lending the region and its people their character. In "The
Colors of Brick" (Selected Poems 57), the New York poet thanks Michael
McClure for showing her that poetry is a "process" that exists in har
mony with the slipperiness of organic life. And in "After McClure," a
written around the
time, she speaks of abandoning bop
prosody in favor of more natural rhythms, of "letting [her poetry] come
& go like rain/ like sunlight" (Selected Poems 83). Crossing into Marin
County, di Prima continued to reflect upon
laid-back tranquility and
freedom that Californians enjoyed. "I cut a swath with my New York
noshe recalls in her came
hills, "but watched
She them all
,"
recent
the same. To see: how they did it, this intricate dance. To keep the cre
ative, but without so sharp an edge" (Recollections 265).
elaborated
on this point during our interview. "The West really opened up stuff for
me. I
longer felt bound by the exigencies of space and economics.
There was free food to be gathered in the
you could dig clams on
the beach, and pot was $85 for a big bale. I saw lots of single moms with
kids, living by whatever
their way. I think my experience
there showed me new possibilities. It gave me permission, when I went
back to New York, to have a second kid, this time with LeRoi Jones, who
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didn't want the kid at all. " Less than a year later, she returned to Cali
fornia, settling for a
at Stinson Beach, where she was able to "hear
the sea/ Right out the bedroom window" ("Ship of Fools," Selected Poems
128). Her November 1962 marriage to Alan Marlowe, a gay fashion
model, was officiated by Shunryu Suzuki Roshi, a Zen priest from
Japan, accentuating the Pacific Rim vibe. According
di Prima, the
meeting with Suzuki
pivotal. "It was the first
in my twenty
eight years that I had encountered another human being and felt trust.
It blew my tough, sophisticated young artist's mind" ("Diane" 56-57).
Returning
New York in 1963, di Prima and Marlowe dedicated
themselves to their "little arts empire," establishing the Poets Press and
the New
Poets Theatre, important outlets for avant-garde work.
Even so, it was a turbulent
for
bohemian community, and
the old networks and alliances di Prima
come to
upon began to
splinter and disperse. Close friend Freddie Herko committed suicide
1964.
following year, LeRoi Jones left his family, moved uptown to
Harlem, and changed
name to Amiri Baraka, cutting off most contact
with his white friends. In 1966, Frank O'Hara was struck and killed by
a dune buggy
Fire Island. Other artists and writers started to marry,
have
and move away from
downtown scene. This sense of an
ending quickly made
way into di Prima's verse, which was becoming
less urban and more ecological or "West Coast" in its temperament.
"Good Friday, 1965" stands as a fit example. In this poem, di Prima flees
to her apartment building's rooftop, where she memorializes the closing
of the stripped
("defoliated") Poets Theatre
Easter weekend.
In a sequence reminiscent of
mountaintop meditations of West Coast
poets like Gary Snyder and Phil Whalen, she looks
from her high
perch, mourning what has passed (including Herko) and taking note of
what has endured, in spite of it all, in her home city:
All things on earth have slipped away from me
gulf between this year & the one before
last time I came to this roof to read Milarepa
the children were made of flesh & blood, I was certain
that there were duties that I
to do.
that there was work for Alan and for me.
that there were friends who loved us.
Now I
in
sun
the waters do not reach . . .

some kind of peak

All things
earth are remembering what they were.
Roofs rise like rocks, the traffic sounds of the sea.
flock to
laundromat
their way
the river, with their sheets, they have that look
The shapes are eternal, our vision
had grown obscure.
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Although di Prima's location on the Lower East Side harks back
her
earlier poetry, her diction and tone have veered away from hipster irony
in order to accommodate a more universal and compassionate perspec
tive. The mention of Milarepa is particularly telling on this occasion,
since the Tibetan Buddhist poet-saint had witnessed the destruction
native land and disappearance of his family
a fateful
home,
and thereafter renounced the illusory world to
in mountaintop med
itation (Evans-Wentz 175-82). Similarly, in 1965, di Prima suspects that
"new vision" of the Beat Generation is illusory, or in need of some
updating. Sadly, as she contemplates the void from her rooftop, a world
away from her family and the everyday concerns of city life, she finds
herself ostracized by a surprisingly closed-minded community of urban
bohemians:

people are good, but there is no magic in them
So I am "a guru" — I am not, as I was, among friends.
There has this change occurred.
"This change" reflects in no
measure the poet's recent introduc
tion to the cultural geography of the West
including
religions
of the Pacific Rim. So strong are the effects of her westering impulse, in
fact, that
she knows of New York seems to vanish in a flash of light:

This is not my house anymore: I have
house
I live in it like one who passes through
They are not my children: Mini may go to Roi
Jeanne may leave for the west, and Alexander
might go to the monastery when
is twelve,
And Alan must set out on a terrible journey
I pray will bring him closer his peace.
Defoliating. I am becoming
bones shine thru my flesh. It falls away.
(Selected Poems 139-43)
The "terrible journey" refers to Marlowe's longstanding plan to travel to
but di Prima's own travels sound just as
self-por
trait she sketches at poem's
includes a bleached skeleton in a defo
liated landscape, the kind one might find in a Georgia O'Keefe painting.
At the same time, the image is reminiscent of Sylvia Plath burning her
domestic self away in the early morning hours, or of a Buddhist monk
performing self-immolation. In any case, it becomes apparent that her
city skin falls away as she becomes infused with the light of the wideopen western spaces lingering in her imagination. A similar dynamic
holds sway in "Theatre Poems," as di Prima equates the agitation of a
New York hipster's smile with the grandeur of Zion National Park, and
that the theatre workers wielding staple guns and "dancing
under the lights on St. Marks Place" remind her of Comanches
the
warpath (Selected Poems 130). It is as though New York City could no
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longer speak to a native daughter on
terms.
West was
already in her bones.
When their landlord sold their residence at 35 Cooper Square, di

Diane di Prima at Kerhonkson. Photo courtesy of the New York
Public Library; with permission of Diane di Prima.

Prima and Marlowe decided
leave the city, moving to a Hindu
ashram in Monroe, New York, before finding a house to rent in Ker
honkson, New York, in the Catskills. Suddenly, the woman who had
spent nearly all her life in the city was cut loose from a familiar
of
life. No one visited for months. In "The Bus Ride," di Prima describes
herself as a passive victim who has been spirited away to a chilly isola
tion "in
northern mountains ... at the edge of the world," like a
southern European taken hostage by a Nordic plunderer (Pieces 55). The
experience was unnerving, yet there she was, braving the wilds, heating
a chilly house with firewood, and gathering wild herbs and rhubarb for
the supper table (as she honed her foraging skills, she recalled the times
she had watched Italian-American women in the Bronx gather dande
lion greens in vacant lots). A Poloroid snapshot taken during the sum
mer of 1966 (and reprinted as the frontispiece in Kerhonkson Journal)
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shows family members dutifully taking up their roles as hearty pio
neers. Standing outdoors, di Prima wears a long dress and a bonnet, the
traditional attire of a nineteenth-century frontier woman. In what is
perhaps an ironic salute to the Statue of Liberty, she cradles a large book
or tablet with her left forearm. Marlowe, shirtless and unshaven, tow
ers above her. He holds the shoulder of Dominique, whose makeshift
tiara is perched precariously
the springy hair she inherited from her
biological father, LeRoi Jones. Young Alexander, by contrast, is the spit
ting image of Marlowe, and
appears
be totally nude. With its
hasty posing and prideful smirks, the frontispiece photo presents a
campy version of hippie pastoralia, even as it suggests an acceptance of
the open-air domesticity di Prima
glimpsed in Marin County three
years earlier. Indeed, it has the antique quality of an old daguerreotype
unearthed
the prairie, despite
fact that
portrayal of gay and
interracial family members trumpets the arrival of a newer and more
controversial social frontier.8
Poems written during this time likewise emphasize the charade-like
character of the family's rustic disguise. "Oh it is very like being a pio
neer," di Prima declares in "Song for the Spring Equinox," before admit
ting that it is also "slightly boring,/ it tastes a lot of the times crossword
poem/ and ordering things thru the
which never come/ or turn out
wrong, or come the wrong color (wisteria)" (Selected Poems 152). In a
manner reminiscent of Caroline Kirkland, a nineteenth-century New
Yorker
tried her hand at frontier living in Michigan, di Prima reg
isters her initial disappointment with rural life in off-handed and slight
ly satirical language. "I
see Shanghai Express at the Museum/
of Modern
meet Frank [O'Hara] for a drink, or a bacon and egg
sandwich/ somehow involve myself in the national culture," she com
plains in another poem, "I'll Always Remember the Maltese Falcon";
instead I
here, discussing acreage
not that we have any yet, discussing horses
and planning to grow buckwheat and make miso
have
apple orchard — all
our point 87 of an acre.
(Selected Poems 161)
In "First Snow, Kerhonkson," a poem she addresses directly to Marlowe,
di Prima does even more to dispel the pretensions of their makeshift
utopia:
This, then, is the gift the world has given me
(you have given me)
softly the snow
in hollows
lying on the surface of
matching my long white candles
which stand at the window
which will burn at dusk while the snow
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fills up our valley
this hollow
friend will wander down
no one arriving brown from Mexico
from the sunfields of California, bearing pot
they are scattered now, dead or silent
or blasted to madness
by the howling brightness of our once common vision
and this gift of yours —
white silence filling the contours of my life.
(Pieces 54)

Although she appears to be magical, posing as a conjurer of spirits in
front of a candlelit shrine, di Prima is forced to acknowledge her pow
erlessness in the face of rural America's crushing isolation. With her city
friends out of the picture, she must somehow find a
to make the
white silence of upstate New York a part of her own being.
In Memoirs of a
di Prima implies that her first
toward
salvation involved sorting through the pastoral subtext of her fondest
urban memories. As she recalled the episodes that turned her into a
Beat icon, she would often employ rural terminology in an effort to
show the extent to which nature affects even the most inveterate of city
dwellers. Accordingly, she talks about the "blooming pads" of the
Lower East Side, as though she were describing lily pads (65), and calls
14th Street "the northern limit of our country," as though she were
scouting
furthest reaches of an uncharted territory (104). She also
speaks of "woodshedding," which sounds natural enough, but is actu
ally a jazz term signifying "what you do when you hole up and practice
your art. . . to the exclusion of
else" (97). The most hilarious exam
ple of her faux-naturalism arrives in an earlier prose piece entitled
"What Do Frogs Say?" In a crowded pad, Freddie Herko, a dancer by
trade, works fruitlessly on a painting, while di Prima puts tomato sauce
on a low simmer and tries to steal a few minutes of quality
with her
daughter:
Jeanne has this picture book. She doesn't really know what it's
all about, but you point to things, and make noises,
she
it. Gets you in trouble, though. Like with butterflies. What the
hell do butterflies say? Nothing. So I moved my hands around
like flying and she was happy .... I turned the page and there
were these frogs. I pointed
them. Jeanne
I've never
seen a frog. Never. Very peculiar life I've had. Seen an albino
roach once. But
frogs. I said to Freddie What do frogs say.
(Dinners 148)

Di Prima may have seen an albino roach, and she may have occasional
ly stalked
insect brothers as though she were hunting big game (Din
ners 104), but she certainly lagged behind her upstate neighbors in her
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knowledge of natural phenomena, and she was honest enough to admit
it. In "Biology Lesson," for example, she portrays herself as a hapless
and somewhat fearful city slicker attempting to find her way amidst all
the other signs of life. In the following passage, biota permeate her
domestic interior, much as they "crawl" across
indented poetic
the whole place practically crawls
the green moist chilly warmth yin air
busy as hell, the whole thing coming together
all
the place

they were dead wrong about no spontaneous
generation.
(Pieces 61)
In Wickerby: An Urban Pastoral, Brooklyn writer Charles Siebert tells
of being unable to fall asleep in the countryside of southern Quebec
because of all the noise. I myself know of New Yorkers who, whenever
they visit the country, wake up the chirping of crickets or the rustling
of an animal in the bush. In happier moments, they mistake the sound
of wind rustling through the trees for the whoosh of traffic on the
Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. Di Prima was not so different during her
first prolonged residence in a rural locale, and yet for a woman who
considered anything outside New York City to be "the country"
(Memoirs 65), she
already come a long way. She
even switched
to a macrobiotic diet.
coffee and speed she
ingested
the
trying to keep up the fast
of city life
given her a severe
stomach condition.
new natural diet not only soothed her physical
ailments, but also helped her get in touch with her surroundings. "This
may sound funny," she told me, "but you eat seasonally the wild food
that grows locally, so you get in tune with the land. "
Di Prima's connection with the land grew even stronger when she
hopped in a Volkswagen bus and embarked on one of the great road
adventures of the era: a twenty-thousand mile reading tour across
ica. Five
Through
editorship of the Floating Bearsome
in the early sixties,
on
of
di Prima had established a vast network of friends and colleagues in
"funny little places" across the country (Floating Bear vii), places Donald
Allen failed to delineate in his avant-garde anthology, The New American
Poetry.9 Through these contacts, she was able to set up a schedule
readings in advance, though in the spirit of the times she reserved time
for exploration
days between stations. Marlowe handled the driving
chores.
year-old Dominique and
year-old Alexander came
along for the adventure, as did a pair of puppies and an ex-marine from
Louisiana named "Zen,"
provided childcare support. Even in 1967,
this unorthodox domestic unit must have elicited
strange looks
and caustic remarks, especially in Middle America. But as Kirschenbaum points out, di Prima decided "to live as though the revolution had
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already been accomplished — to separate sex from marriage and mar
riage from childrearing, and to improvise a quasi-familial supportive
network" (64).
Zig-zagging her way across the country, di Prima read at a wide
array of
ranging from a teenage discotheque in Buffalo, to a
Black Arts gallery in Pittsburgh, to a professor's house in Seattle, to var
ious storefronts.
members of the hippie
were supported by
funds collected from the readings, and from the LSD that Timothy Leary
supplied in lieu of a bankroll when they departed
estate in Mill
brook, New York, earlier that year. They cooked and camped out of the
bus,
roadsides and in fields, in all kinds of weather, making do with
whatever their gypsy life offered them, establishing a closer contact
with the land and
people than Kerouac, for all
talk about becom
an "American careener" (Vanity 111), could ever have hoped to
establish during
of his speedy dashes across the continent. The
diverse splendor of America lay before them as they made their way
into new territories, and di Prima remembers riding a "wave of excite
ment" that crested as they moved westward:

As you moved west, you moved from the staid gray of the East,
academics and the teenyboppers, to revolution and the
whole music scene in Detroit, and the scene just got more crazy
as you got further westward. It
about be the Summer of
Love, you know. I remember these kids from White Horse, pil
grims from the hinterlands,
down to Vancouver when we
were there and they all had tie-dye shirts on. Many of the profs
were dropped out by that
and you did readings at their
house rather than [at] the university.
But a life
brought about some unforeseen difficul
ties. In "Poem in Praise of
Husband (Taos)," di Prima and Marlowe
are depicted as a pair of clueless explorers, "blundering thru from one
wrong place to the next/ . . . look[ing] at the stars, about which they
know nothing, to find out/ where they are going" (Pieces 63). One also
notes di Prima's growing demand for a space of writing outside a pre
scribed set of domestic duties, which to her chagrin accompanied her on
this road trip. Viewed in this light, her "praise" for Marlowe is rather
damning:
I suppose it hasn't been easy living with me either,
with my piques, and
and downs, my need for privacy
leo pride and weeping in bed when you're trying
and you, interrupting me in the middle of a thousand poems
did I call the insurance people? the time you stopped a poem
in the middle of our drive over the nebraska hills and
into Colorado, odetta singing, the whole world singing in me
the triumph of our revolution in the air
me about to get that down, and you
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you saying something about the carburetor
so that it all went away.

(Pieces 63)
In a review of Jonathan Raban's Passage to Juneau, Larry McMurtry
maintains that "interrupted domesticity is the
little secret of trav
el writing" (41). Not surprisingly, McMurtry makes this statement after
reading a travel narrative written by man who has temporarily forsak
en his family. Di
by contrast, brought her extended family along
for the
She therefore
few interruptions
a domestic rou
tine that was itself an endless sequence of interruptions. It would
appear considerably more difficult strike the pose of a swashbuckling
travel writer when one has kids and a husband tugging on both sides
one's dress, but then again, this is a hurdle many western women have
had to overcome as they moved into uncharted territories, as favorite
songs (their own,
of certain folk singers, and those of the land)
interrupted by the more mundane music of family life.10
Her tour of America complete, di Prima returned to New York, gave
Marlowe her credit cards in an effort to dispatch
India, and took
stock of her situation. As
been the case five years
she
herself living in her hometown but longing for the western lands she
had recently left behind. In "Stone Take 1/12/68," she tests her ability to
make New York vanish, or "go poof" (Selected Poems 184), much as she
had done in "Good Friday, 1965." In "City Winter," she registers her
disgust with the "grey world"
which she has returned: "Even the
snow does not 'stick'/ doesn't whiten the ground" (Selected Poems 192).
The five sections of "New Mexico Poem" are even more effective in
tracking the geographic shift di Prima was working through
aesthet
and personal levels.
first section argues that the stunning sunsets
she saw in New Mexico led her to believe that she was standing on
native ground, confirming the beliefs of other female travelers to the
Southwest, including Mabel Dodge Luhan, Mary Austin, and Willa
Cather.11
occasion, di Prima seems
have longed for New York
the reading tour, though in retrospect she recalls having been
lured by a mirage, a "glimmering" but rather "brittle" city, "made
porcelain," where recently deceased friends, including O'Hara and
Herko, still lingered. Later in the poem, she mentions bleached bones in
the desert, a fit reminder of the mortality recently visited upon her com
rades in New York, and another afterimage from "Good Friday, 1965. "
The
section measures New Mexico's vast beauty ("O wondrous
wide open spaces!") against New York's cramped thoroughfares, and
offers up the hope that the violence visited upon Native Americans and
their ancestral homelands will be reversed by African Americans rioting
ss the Hudson River in
New Jersey:

As for me I have just changed from the D to the A train
in a dark tunnel you Indians wouldn't believe;
a metal tube is shrieking as it carries me to an island
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with four million people on it, eating supper.
The newspaper tells me that there is war in Newark.
My hope is small but constant: black men shall tear down
the thing they cannot name.
They will
room again for the great sea birds
woods
will spring up thicker than you remember.

Di Prima helped the black citizens in Newark, shipping them supplies
via back roads after the National Guard blocked major highways. At the
same time, she knew she would have to rekindle her own life's mission
in
West, as
final apostrophe
New Mexico's Indians makes
clear:

Where you are, it is two hours earlier
the breeze is cold, the sun is very hot
the horses are standing around, wishing for trees
It is possible I shall see you dance again
your hill, in your beads, if the
are very kind.
(Selected Poems 173)
The
must have been kind, because during the tumultuous sum
mer of 1968 di Prima pulled up stakes and moved west for good, find
ing an apartment in San Francisco large enough
house her entire
tribe, which now consisted of four
two of Marlowe's former lovers,
and a number of sundry artists and Diggers enamored of communal liv
ing. In the midst of all this, desperate for money, she began to write
Memoirs of a Beatnik for Olympia Press, acceding to the publisher's
request that she include as many sex scenes as possible. The result was
a titillating but rather skewed appraisal of an era and a geographical
location she was trying to put behind her. Speaking of Memoirs of a Beat
nik in
"Afterword" to the 1988 edition, di Prima says, "I am really
glad I wrote it when I did, before
West completely took me" (137).
According to plan, she would work
the book only in the mornings.
"By noon or one I would have
enough for the day, and close up
shop, and wander off to Japantown for raw fish and sake, which I had
discovered was the only
acclimate
the rain and mist and sea
wind that were a constant in the panhandle. " Once immersed in the
Pacific Rim spirit of her new locale, she felt ready to begin her "real
writing" (138).
This "real writing" includes a number of poems about straying hip
pie men — "November," "Zero," "Chronology," "Aries, Again," "Debo
rah," and "Seattle Song" (dedicated to Peter Coyote) — all of which
speak to the
propensity
pick up and "split" when relationships
or domestic duties become too difficult. In "A Spell for Felicia, That She
Away" and "Dee's Song," di Prima turns to consider hippie
women, whom she portrays as defeated domestics
in filth and
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encumbered by drug problems and dashed dreams. Di Prima herself
occupied a position somewhere between these poles. She did her best to
take care of the extended family under her roof, but she also demanded
the same freedom and mobility the hippie men enjoyed. Accordingly, in
the aptly titled "Poem of the Refusals" (Pieces 132), she gives conven
tional domesticity the heave-ho: "No checkerboard/ linoleum. No. / No
dishwasher; washing machine/ unlikely. " And yet, as a loving mother,
she turns to honor the natural resolve displayed by her children: "like
grass/ on the hills — they hang/ in there. " Similarly, in "These Days"
(Pieces 131), di Prima speaks of being "Permanently/ removed from con
cern abt my/ kitchen," but finds that the open-air setting of her new
house in Marshall, California made home life bearable. She takes her
young son Rudi for a nature walk through a meadow, puts
favorite record on the turntable when he gets up, and plans to take her
children down a dirt
to visit her neighbor later in the afternoon,
serving forth images of a footloose and "undisguisedly mirthful" form
of country living. Living on the shoreline of
Bay, she and the
kids caught fish in a net they draped
the
near the Marshall
Tavern. At night they slept on Japanese-style tatami mats, drifting off to
the rhythm of waves that lapped underneath the floorboard extensions
of their bedroom.12 In a way, di Prima's situation during these years
does not sound all that different from the "distinctly domestic disorder"
described in Marilynne Robinson's Housekeeping (113). As happens in
that intriguing novel, though, some kids take kindly
this kind
unconventional upbringing, and some clearly do not. "I've never met
anyone poorer than we were," Tara Marlowe tells Daniel Pinchbeck
his essay
children of the Beats. "When I was a kid, my mother once
told us that she was going on strike — she wasn't going be the moth
er and cook for us
She's still on strike. " Pressed by Pinchbeck
to describe how her mother's lifestyle affected her as she
growing
up, Tara replies, "It meant that
one
taught me table manners, or
how to dress or that I
clean myself, so I walked around like a
filthy ragamuffin with matted hair" (387-88).
Di Prima
lived in voluntary poverty for years, of course, but in
the West she began to immerse herself more deeply in a Buddhist reli
gion forbidding attachment and material wealth, making frequent visits
to the Zen Center and East-West House in
Francisco, and to the new
monastery at Tassajara Springs. Nestled deep in the mountains at the
end of a fifteen-mile dirt road, Tassajara was originally settled by the
Esselen people,
praised the healing properties of
water and its
abundant natural beauty. Non-natives
"It's great! Like China!"
Shunryu Suzuki exclaimed after he and the members of the Zen Center,
with money collected from several Bay Area "zenefits," purchased the
land in 1966, thereby establishing the first Zen monastery in the West
ern hemisphere (Chadwick, 266, 278, xi). In "Tassajara, 1969," di Prima
offers
own encomium, in Asian-inflected rhythms:
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Even Buddha is lost in this land
the immensity
takes us all with it, pulverizes, & takes us in

Bodhidharma came from the west.
Coyote met him.
(Pieces 86)

When Gary Snyder translated Chinese poet Han Shan while working on
a California trail crew in 1955, he claimed that
experienced a "meet
ing of sensations" between East and West (Bartlett 107). Some years
later, di Prima experiences a similar revelation, as mobile figures from
different hemispheres confront one another. Bodhidharma was
fifth
century monk who brought Buddhism from India to China, beginning
eastward transmission that eventually brought this religion to Korea
and Japan. Shunryu Suzuki surely extended the route when he brought
Zen practice from Japan to California in 1959.
writings of D. T.
Suzuki
already made inroads with American intellectuals interest
ed in Zen,
be sure, and many of the Beats had been listening to Alan
Watts speak about the subject
KPFA
Not until "the little Suzu
ki" (as the Roshi humbly called himself) arrived on these shores, how
ever, was a Zen master able to persuade a large number of Americans to
actually
a practice of Buddhism. Monks in Japan may have chas
tised Suzuki for watering
Buddhism in
effort to make it
appealing
the "beginning mind" of Westerners, but di Prima would
have us see that the religion
brought to these shores was not diluted
so much as it was given new dimension. In particular, it was the pul
verizing power of the American West, a landscape filled with
panoramas and roaming trickster figures like
which challenged
Buddhism address a more dangerous and freewheeling reality. Suzu
ki himself seemed to capture the integrative spirit of West Coast Bud
dhism when
used the spear of a Tassajara yucca plant instead of a
Japanese brush to complete the sumi painting
the cover of Zen Mind,
Beginner's Mind. Far from being a hindrance, the wild American land
scape actually facilitated Buddhist precepts, as di Prima explained some
years later:
Whether we are aware of it or not, something of Buddhism per
vades American consciousness. When Bodhidharma
from
India to China with the Buddhism that was to become Ch'an and
later Zen, his answer to the Chinese emperor's request for "the
holy teachings" as "VASTNESS, NO HOLINESS!" This seems to
me to be at the very core of who we are, what we are doing in the
world at this time, as a nation and as a species, as we move
of time
space. It's a big risk and, as the Dharma reminds us,
there are
answers — but consciousness is shapely, and we do
know more than we know.
("Diane" 58)
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The sublimity of the West emerges even more powerfully in "Letter
to Jeanne (at Tassajara)," a
di Prima addresses
her eldest
daughter.
verse epistle closes with a wistful blessing, a wish that
Jeanne's summer retreat will teach her to cherish the "various life" her
mother could never appreciate growing up in New York City:
O you have landscapes dramatic like mine
never was, uncounted caves
to mate in, my scorpio, bright love
like fire light up your beauty years
on these new, jagged hills.
(Pieces 99)

While at Tassajara, di Prima could hardly have foreseen that anoth
er landscape would affect her even more powerfully. But in 1971, she
received notice that the National Endowment for the Arts
chosen
her for
Poet-in-the-Schools program in Wyoming.13 During her sixyear tenure with this program, she ranged far afield, from reform
schools in Minnesota to BIA schools in Arizona, bringing literature to
those with little access
books, teaching a population others claimed
could not be
In return, a poet of the counterculture received
new knowledge from a vast array of characters living in out-of-the-way
places.
closeted gay man in Casper who routinely checked himself
into the state asylum, just so
could have access to the valium
need
ed
assuage his anxieties. The woman from Sheridan who was forced
to hide her watercolor paintings from a husband who would not abide
such a "waste of time. "
Indian schoolteacher in Arminto, forbidden
from teaching on the reservation, living in one trailer and teaching
another, trying his best to assemble educational resources in a town
consisted of two houses, a hotel, and a bar. The girl in a reform school
refused to write in her notebook, because she did not have 35 cents
to buy another. These were the people
touched di Prima's soul.
the end, she bought six more notebooks for the little girl, and left behind
a bilingual edition of Lorca's Poet in New York (an ironic choice) for a
group of appreciative migrant workers from Mexico. She left countless
thefrom the outside
s with
belief that someone
who
world truly cared.
Looking back at this time, di Prima recalls that she was "trying to stretch
myself to understand the circumstance of people's lives so that I don't
enter them as an outsider with a pre-formed judgment. ... So it's not
only the work — the readings and
workshops — but what spills over
because if you're a visiting artist in these places, you're kind of the local
healer, shaman, psychiatrist, friend — a friend
is going away
tomorrow so can be told everything" (Waldman 43-44).
There is indeed a legacy of despair and loneliness that colors the art,
music, and literature of the interior West, a longing to reach out across
wide-open spaces to communicate, or even just to hear others commu
nicate. The Wichita Lineman in the old Jimmy Webb song that Glen
Campbell made popular, chilled to the bone and in need of a vacation,
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covertly taps into the telephone wires so that he can overhear two lovers
having a conversation. More recently, in Close Range, Annie Proulx
traces the psychological outcroppings of Wyoming, a harsh terrain upon
which even the most fiercely independent of folks are forced to admit
that "you can't have a fence with only
post" (71). All the same, this
is also a region where visionary writers and artists have unearthed some
unexpected cultural convergences. In Gary Snyder's Myths & Texts,
Asian Zen masters and Sioux Indian prophets from different centuries
mingle freely
the
sharing ancient wisdom and engaging
cogent ecological and social commentary. In "Wichita Vortex Sutra,"
Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky find that reports about the Vietnam
War they hear
their car radio are thrown into relief by a random
series of prairie signifiers: weather reports, holy roller gospel shouting,
billboard messages, movie advertisements, and Indian chants. Jazz
musicians Pat Metheny and Lyle Mays cover some of this
territo
ry, literally and thematically, in "As Falls
So Falls Wichita
Falls," a bizarre assemblage of Asian and American sounds they record
ed, as a
of musical riddle, in 1981.14 In each case, the expanse
the West facilitates the free circulation of culturally coded messages
emanating from far-flung locations.
To her credit, di Prima is attuned several frequencies at once. She
is in touch with the sadness and loneliness that
the West, but she
has an ear to the ground listen to those
have never truly dis
appeared. In "Sixth Notebook Meditation," the restless poet asks join
the long line of rebel angels, many of them Asian in origin or spirit, who
continue to make this hardscrabble region
essentially welcoming
place.
Ping-ponging back & forth across America
starting small grass fires where I land
in Minnesota jail, Wyoming
community college, high schools of South Tucson
may I always remember the Bodhisattvas
sitting down in BIA cafeteria, may I
cut hamburger with the sword of Manjusri
pluck lotuses
windy Nebraska hills
set jewels of Lokeshvra round my neck
after I brush my teeth in steam-heated
dormitory bathroom.
Pure light of ancient wisdom,
w/ me
like a follow spot, pierce my
armored heart, clean
cobwebs of plastic food & deadened
eternal sorrow.
"How do you like it here?" "I like
very much. "

(Pieces 103)15
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Radically inclusive by nature, di Prima literally propels herself for
ward in this poem, employing rushed syntax (ampersands and short
hand spellings) and "ping-pong" indentations, and reciting mundane
daily activities alongside religious petitions in an effort to fathom the
spiritual rewards of
NEA work. To a certain extent, the quirky
simultaneity with which di Prima summons heavenly figures and
folks puts me in mind of Kathleen Norris, another poet who left New
York live and teach
the Great Plains.16 As she offers up a mystical
prayer and receives the blessing of a straightforward and heartfelt ques
tion, di Prima realizes that the key ingredients to a fulfilling life are
unrestricted movement across a vast landscape and close contact with
people. In
the reason the NEA extended di Prima's grant for so
many years was that she was
to get along with the rough-hewn
characters other writers could not relate to. Even the rednecks were
willing to give her a fair shake. "They respected my honesty," she told
me. "I was able to stand up to them and look them in the eye, and they
liked that. "
Although di Prima embraced the people of the interior West, she
could not help but recall the Sand Creek massacre and
legacy
frontier violence. She sometimes winced upon looking at
desolate
land, with
"short spiny grass & dusty wind" and "beef
expensive
to eat. " And she bleakly noted that two-thirds of
citizens "voted for
madman Nixon/ [and] were
bomb the 'gooks' in their steamy
jungle. " Even so, she
the wherewithal, at the end of "Brief
Wyoming Meditation," to seek a separate peace:

I seek
the place where your nature meets mine,
the place where we touch

nothing
long
nothing
but earth
& the mountains
(Pieces 106)

"Wyoming Series" (Pieces
a poem written in the late seven
ties and reissued by di Prima's
Eidolon Editions in 1988, develops
an even more intimate connection with the West. Dedicated to Shunryu
Suzuki ("who visited me in a dream and brought me this poem"), the
limited edition of this "love poem to a harsh land" is enhanced by the
poet's pen and ink drawings of basin and range. These smooth abstract
lines, erotic in their curvature, suggest a vibrant bond between the land
and the poet's own body, even as they rekindle thoughts of the spright
ly angels
fill the air of Big Sky country and the bodhisattva giants
who linger in the canyons and "give
edge" to lovers' dreams.
Throughout the poem, feminine metaphors of immersion and enfolding
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supplant the region's long-dominant paradigms of violent penetration
and rape (see Kolodny), bringing forth a new (and sensually fulfilling)
model of moving through space in the post-frontier West. "The land
scape itself is unobtrusive," di Prima told students at Boulder's Naropa
Institute in 1975. "It enters you, you enter it, it's there. "
result is an
uncanny homecoming in a not-so-foreign location. "When you see that
land, or you recognize that feeling, you say, yeah, wow, I remember this,
I've been here before, even though you never have.
most surpris
ing things are always familiar, immediately. That's been my experience"
("Light/And Keats" 22).
Di Prima has also written quite frequently about the free play
light in the West, often employing the alchemical traditions she
studied since the sixties. Sometimes it seems like di Prima's descrip
tions of light are merely an excuse to paint a pretty picture of the West,
but in a poem entitled "Studies in Light" the vicissitudes of light take on
an abstract and energetic quality similar
the kind Charles Olson
ascribed
Mayan glyphs, one of his models for "open field" poetics
(Belgrad 87-94):

light
as a glyph that writes itself
over & over,
the face
of water, inscrutable
perpetual motion.

(Pieces 144)
In "How to Become a Walking Alchemical Experiment," di Prima brings
her studies in light and metallurgy to bear
more public concerns,
including the nuclear tests that have wreaked destruction
many
desert communities. In this poem, she mimics the do-it-yourself
instructions found in "whole earth" catalogues and macrobiotic diet
books
show just how polluted
West has become:
eat mercury (in wheat & fish)
breathe sulphur fumes (everywhere)
take plenty of (macrobiotic) salt
& cook the mixture in the heat
of an atomic explosion.

(Pieces 82)
Because she was particularly sensitive restrictions on free expres
sion and mobility, di Prima also cast a cold eye on the capsule sum
maries of Native American life housed in the museums of this
In
"American Indian Art: Form
Tradition" (Pieces 101), she
the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis
task for the dissembling effects of
its cold storage policies, and for
entombment of tribes who identified
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so closely with the earth. Unlike "Brief Wyoming Meditation," with its
open-air rumination on frontier history, this
takes aim at a thor
oughly sanitized version of western exotica, a version blindly accepted
by thousands of tourists each year.17 A major question that arises here
is whether the members of the mostly white counterculture have any
right
speak
the behalf of native peoples.
this occasion, di
Prima even
so far as
ventriloquize the voice of Indian lament,
repeating the line "Were we not fine?" as she passes by the empty shirts,
labeled baskets and disassembled pipes hanging in the museum's glass
cases. As Philip Deloria has argued in
book Playing Indian, the
Native American has regularly functioned as an "open and unfixed"
signifier of postmodern pleasure and rebelliousness for white audi
ences, even though the "Indianness" summoned in these instances is
usually "the sign of something unchanging, a first principle" (167). So
it was that the celebrants who painted their faces and adorned them
selves with feathers at watershed events like the Human Be-in and the
Monterey Pop Festival announced
hippie revolution with a little
help
somebody else's traditions. This trend would
account
for the "we" in "American Indian Art: Form and Tradition. " Having
said this, I believe that this poem offers a heartfelt lament for a culture
that has been incarcerated, eviscerated, and put
display.18 As one
extended the realm through which Beat and hippie women felt free
to travel, di Prima feels she has a unique kind of sympathy with the
Indian ghosts trapped in the museum. It would be foolish to call her a
witness to the long legacy of abuse Native Americans have suffered, or
a spokesperson for their rights, but it would be just as foolish
reject
out of hand what she has
say about the effect of enclosed spaces on
aesthetics and culture.
Around the
she began her NEA work, di Prima was assuming
another identity without hesitation: that of Loba, the wolf-goddess who
became the subject of a book-length poem she last updated in 1998. In
Loba, di Prima assumes the mantle handed down by one of her favorite
poets, H. D. , whose Trilogy is the only long poem written by a mod
ernist woman
be regularly mentioned in the
breath as "The
Waste Land," The Cantos, or The Bridge. It was not until the late seven
ties and early eighties, Lynn Keller reminds us, that a substantial num
ber of American women, emboldened by the social and political victo
ries of "second wave" feminism, began to claim the long poem as their
métier. Because Loba was conceived at the beginning of the seventies, a
decade or so before this trend, we might choose to place it alongside
other long poems written by the New American Poets (Gary Snyder's
Myths & Texts, Charles Olson's Maximus Poems, Robert Duncan's "Pas
sages," Ed Dorn's Gunslinger). That said, Loba clearly prepares the way
for the feminist "forms of expansion" championed by Keller, which with
"openness to sociological, anthropological, and historical material
[have been] particularly useful for poets eager to explore women's roles
in history and in the formation of culture" (Keller 15). As Adrienne Rich
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exudes in a statement gracing the front cover of the 1998 edition, Loba is
"a great geography of the female imagination."
Di Prima says that the vision of Loba
to her while she was
working in a Wyoming reform school, where she met "people living in
total pain. "
by her surroundings, she had long dream one
night. "It
to do with being in an outcast or vagabond situation with
my two children," she told students at Naropa a few
later, empha
sizing the non-traditional domestic arrangement she
come favor.
In the dream, the rich people who live upstairs send a wolf to "hunt
down"
poet and her brood who, having caught wind of this macabre
"entertainment," are already in the process of making their escape.
According
di
"this wolf digs what's happening, and falls
behind us and starts walking with us. Keeping pace. And at some
point, I turned around and looked this creature in the eye, and I recog
nized ... this as a goddess that I'd known in Europe a long long time
ago" ("Light/And Keats" 34-35). Throughout Loba, di Prima focuses not
only on the wolf, but
the animistic spirit that
through the land,
keeping it alive.
sequence cobbles together goddess legends from
around the world and Indian tales native to the American
many of
which speak of a balance between inner and outer wilderness, of a con
nection between women and landscape that has traditionally thrived
that region (cf. Smith and Allen 181).
result is a book
in the
poet's own estimation, manifests the "feralness at the core of woman"
("Tapestry" 22).
Like the long feminist poems Lynn Keller admires most, Loba tells its
story within a "hypotactic" structure, one in
as Keller puts it,
"elements from one lyric section . . . enhance an understanding of the
lyrics that follow" (5). Accordingly, over the course of Loba's many sec
the wolf goddess
many guises (sister, mother, lover,
witch, huntress, whore, junkie, bag lady, friend, maid, and hag).
Only gradually, after
manifestations and adventures, does a full
portrait emerge. Much like di Prima herself, the Loba moves in a wide
arc, sniffing out freedom and roaming towards whomever she thinks
might benefit from her influence. Early on, she appears among urban
bohemians, the "lost moon sisters" wandering
Avenue in
York to Fillmore Street in
Francisco, symbolizing their solidarity
and resilient spirit (Loba 3). Before
the Loba is taking her occasion
everywhere: "Her bower/ lurks in the unseen muddy places/ of yr soul,
she waits under the steps/ of yr tenement" (43). At one juncture, the
Loba enters a redneck bar in
rural West, and does her best fit in:

she strides in blue jeans to the corner
bar; she dances
w/ the old women, the
light up, they order wine,
sawdust is flying under her feet
her sneakers, thudding soft
her wispy hair falls sometimes
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into her face
were it not for the ring of fur
around her ankles
just
her bobby socks
there's
one
wd ever guess
name ....
(Loba 28)

A companion piece of sorts
Gary Snyder's famous poem about hip
pies and rednecks, "I Went
Maverick Bar," this section of
indicates the extent to which an East Coast bohemian has immersed her
self in her western subject matter. So strong is di Prima's attachment to
the wily wolf goddess, in
that a reader labors to distinguish
between the two. "I am you/ and must become you," she tells the Loba
at the outset of the volume (6), and
the time we get to this poem —
so full of womanly swagger and the creaturely joy of striding, dancing,
and drinking — we are inclined to believe her.
fur around the
ankles might eventually give away the identity of the dancer in the bar,
but it is hard to say whether the Loba is masquerading as di Prima, or
whether di Prima has become the wolf. Whatever her identity, there is
a "feral core" that gives this woman the courage to forge new relation
ships in
various contact zones of the West. In her more successful
ventures, she locates the uncanny space she calls "a surround," a special
of being,
"outer place more intimate than your blood" (281).
Di Prima anticipates an uneasy reception of her wild identifications
in "The Critic Reviews Loba," a section in which she imagines
exces
sively rational reviewer (A literary critic? A historian of the "New
West"?) lambasting the poem for
failure to include street names and
precise equations in
loosely structured historiography (138). Acade
mics might not have understood her purpose, di Prima admits in her
interview with Waldman, but unpretentious western audiences accept
ed the themes of Loba rather instinctively:
I
one
up in a small college in northern California and
all these folks came out from the surrounding communities, and
communes, and towns, and a lot of women with babies arrived
and the reading seemed to reach everyone. Everyone was
and it was a magical event and
explanation of all these soeclectic references were (sic) needed. . . . Whereas I find
that reading Loba to an intellectual audience up at one of the uni
versities in Massachusetts or something endlessly requires
explanations.
(Waldman 43)
In short, di Prima wants to believe that there is a pulse or spirit in the
West that exists beneath the level of language, or at least beneath the
level of literary and theoretical coordinates. She seems to regard Loba as
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a magical lodestone drawing those who love the West into its sphere of
influence,
circulation of energies, regardless of whether they actual
ly understand what it is that draws them there.
The later sections of Loba show the poet coming to terms with her
advancing age. "There is no myth/ for this older, ample woman," she
writes in "Point of Ripening: Lughnasa" (Loba 305). "The harvest/ is not
for yourself// You
longer need to claim it" (307). Di Prima picks up
the bittersweet theme of aging in "Decline of the West,"
uncol
lected poem she published in the Los Angeles Times in 1996. In the fol
lowing passage, she looks back upon the broken dreams and personal
losses that are part of any older person's vita:

I guess I'll never buy a San Francisco mansion
or one
the Big Sur coast & fill it w/ my friends
artists in every room writing painting composing
a big dance studio w/ barres & steamy windows
wisteria tumbling over the porch & view of the
ocean
three sides
most of the friends I mean to fill it with
are dead by now & my knees are getting stiff
for so
stairs & who wd do the cooking?

life in the West has not provided the poet with an
solution to all
of
ills, nor has it given her an answer to all of
mysteries: "No
comfortable spiritual armchair, either, alas,
practice/ I know I can do
just right & will do forever. " Somewhat wistfully, she acknowledges
that the "insane permission and vastness" she felt upon her first
encounter with western landscapes in the early sixties have given way
to little victories in smaller spaces:
I
guess I'm just out
in my cluttered apartment in the Western Addition
one well-strung mala, one well-knotted cord
from a distant lama
the limits of elegance
in my unkempt life.

Her San Francisco apartment is cramped and cluttered; it is hardly the
mansion of her dreams, replete with tumbling wisteria and windows
that
way to an expansive ocean view. Even so, the "well-strung
mala" at the very least points
the spiritual realm of the Pacific
Rim, the extended cultural geography to which the American West is
unmistakably linked. Di Prima probably uses the Tibetan prayer beads
for counting mantras. But I get the feeling that they
symbolize the
episodes and people that have filled her life, the "well-knotted cord"
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that becomes more visible as she ages. However "unkempt" her domes
tic situation may appear be at any particular time, she is usually able
to find a measure of serenity and elegance whenever she looks back to
see just how far she has traveled down the Dharma path.
There are "two kinds of motion," di Prima once heard an
astrologer say, "the kind that does/ and the kind that does not displace
the center of being" ("From
Francisco," Selected Poems 227).
fact
that she now feels more at home in the West than she ever did in New
the sixties,

k suggests
My date
that she
from closer her true center
to some
during
onmoved
of
when she ceased to be the leotard-wearing icon whose photograph
appears in the pages of Beat history books. Di Prima might as well have
been describing her own journey beyond the (city) limits of Beat culture
when she recited lines
H. D. during a 1987 lecture at
Francis
co's New College, for one can easily imagine her unfurling the map
America and following her heart straight out of town, all
while pro
claiming, "I go to the things I love/ with no thought of duty or pity;/ I
go where I belong, inexorably" (Mysteries 24).



 the

Notes
1. "I have begun a huge study of the face of America itself, acquiring
maps (roadmaps) of every state in the USA," Kerouac exclaims in one
early letter, "and before long not a river or mountain peak or bay or
town or city will escape my attention" (Selected Letters 107).
2. Dean Moriarty, the hero of Kerouac's On the Road, tells Sal Paradise
that the road holds forth the promise of a "whole life of non-interfer
ence" (251). In a short essay published a year after On the Road, Kerouac
says, "If there is any quality that I have noticed more strongly than any
thing else in this generation, it is the spirit of non-interference with the
lives of others" ("Lamb, No Lion" 564). And yet, as we shall see in di
Prima's writings, this promise of non-interference was not extended to
most of the women
the scene.
3. Revisionist historians of "the New West" are
more apt to accept di
Prima as a western poet, despite
fact that she has lived in that region
permanently since 1968. This has a lot to do with a continuing bias
against members of the counterculture. In one off-putting invitation,
Krista Comer maintains that "the dominant western geocultural field —
given its cultural identity as the nation's dreamscape and its emplotment with radical individualism and shadowy notions of nativeinspired mysticism — is 'ready' for or receptive
those very kinds
individualistic, inchoate, or politically 'immature' impulses that are con
ventionally associated with countercultural politics. " But, she hastens
to add, "to
we do not have a series of memoirs by countercultural
participants that are somehow comparable to those of radical northeast
feminists, memoirs wherein, say, cultural feminists map out their evolv
ing political identities in western or ecofeminist or
other terms"
(52).
aim in this essay is
show that di Prima fills the void that
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Comer espies, though not necessarily in the "inchoate" or "immature"
manner she assigns to counterculture politics.
4. Reminiscences and comments from di Prima that appear without par
enthetical citation are taken from interviews I conducted with the poet
in January and June 2000.
5. By the late fifties, Jack Kerouac was describing himself as a "hot hip
ster . . . who finally cooled it in Buddhist meditation" ("Beatific" 570).
Di Prima, it could be argued, was "cool" from the beginning, allowing
her an easier acceptance of Buddhism when she encountered
teach
ings.
6. Joanne Kyger and Anne Waldman were two women who bucked the
trend and traveled extensively during this time. Kyger went to Japan
1960 to
with boyfriend Gary Snyder at the Zen Institute of America
in Kyoto. To her dismay, she
forced by Ruth Fuller Sasaki (the
leader of the Institute) to marry Snyder soon after
arrival. As a wed
ding gift, Harold Snyder sent his new daughter-in-law The Joy of Cook
ing, reinforcing a domestic ideology she
traveled thousands of miles
in an effort to escape. Although she accompanied Snyder
a 1961 trip
to India, Kyger resented playing second fiddle while her husband and
Allen Ginsberg attracted the attention of the
During this
she wrote of feeling "trapped," and after one too
fights with Sny
der, she returned to the San Francisco, where Phil Whalen met her on
the docks.
and Snyder divorced in 1964 (see The Japan & India Jour
nals vii, 10, 23, 248). Twenty year-old Anne Waldman took to the road
in 1965 after hearing a rumor about a big poetry conference in Berkeley
(Tonkinson 349-50). Waldman admits that she faced fewer restrictions
while traveling, primarily because she was a second-generation Beat for
whom certain taboos no longer existed (Knight 289).
7. At the beginning of her entry on Joanna McClure, Knight includes a
photograph of the couple and their daughter sailing
San Francisco
Bay in 1966.
photo shows Joanna dressed in a pea coat and Michael
in a fisherman's cable knit sweater, smiling and sharing in the spirit of
West Coast adventure.
8. Asked by Waldman to explain what it was like to raise five children
in unconventional surroundings, di Prima responded, "I realize now
I've probably from the beginning
the sense to avoid strong father
figures,
avoid the patriarch. "
this to say about her marriage
to Marlowe: "The relationship was more or less matter of fact, almost a
contractual relationship, and a warm friendship. He's a very erratic
man, but basically a warm person. And we'd made a whole lot of things
happen that we really wanted to ... . If I
at that point no chil
dren I probably would have gone off to a Zen monastery or something
and a viable solution was this marriage with a gay man, where the sex
uality was very seldom, and was intense when it happened, but in
between I led a celibate writing life, which is exactly what I wanted and
I got a lot done in the arts I really cared about" (Waldman 38).
9. Allen divided his groundbreaking anthology into five groups — the
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Black Mountain College
the San Francisco Renaissance poets, the
Beat Generation poets, the New York School poets, and a "fifth
[with]
geographic definition" — in order,
said, "to give the read
er some sense of milieu" (xii-xiii). Some forty years later, Allen's geo
graphic categories are still influential for
study the emer
gence of postwar poetry in communal context. Regarding these isolat
ed pockets of avant-garde community, Gary Snyder once said, "In the
spiritual and political loneliness of America in the fifties you'd hitch a
thousand miles
see a friend" (45). Di Prima herself estimated that
"there was a only small handful of us — perhaps forty or fifty in the city
— who knew what we
who raced about in Levis and work
made art, smoked dope, dug
new jazz, and spoke a bastardization
the black argot. We surmised that there might be another fifty living in
San Francisco, and perhaps a hundred more scattered across the coun
try: Chicago, New Orleans, etc. " (Memoirs 126). Once she became
involved with the Bear, and was constantly forced to update its mailing
list because everyone moved around so much, she realized that Beats
and hippies resided in all corners of the nation, and that
had taken
root in remote rural outposts.
10. In Recollections, di Prima says that the folk songs she heard per
formed in Washington Square Park "gave to city-bound creatures like
myself their first taste of the West, of what
spaces might be like,
the flavor of life and death under those stars" (112-13).
11. For more
the "homecoming" experiences of women writers in the
desert, see the articles
Rudnik and Fryer.
12. Recently, while gauging the effect of open-air domesticity on Beat
lifestyle, di Prima explained that Louise Herms, one of the friends she
met on her first
rural California, found it impossible to raise kids
once she moved to New York City, for "she
never had to raise her
babies in an inside where there was no real outside in which to turn
them loose, and there are
special techniques for that" (Recollections
383). Ironically, di Prima asked Andy Warhol for funds
help George
and Louise Herms move New York in 1964 (Wolf 166n).
13. For an excellent overview of government funding of the arts, includ
ing the establishment of the National Endowments for the Arts and
Humanities in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, and the
unlikely boost
institutions received
the Nixon administra
tion, which increased funding to state arts councils (especially those
the interior West) in the early seventies, see
14. This instrumental title track features an Asian-inflected guitar
played by Metheny and a synthesizer, played by Mays, that is by turns
evanescent and foreboding, much like the weather of this region.
Adding to the confusion are the sounds of exploding bombs, which
enter just after the din of male voices ringing low in
enclosed
(a prison? an
processing center?) and just before the joyous and
uplifting sound of children playing and laughing in an open-air setting.
The album
shows a hand holding a lineman's test phone up to a
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vast prairie sky, which although it is ablaze at sunset, is almost entirely
subsumed by encroaching darkness
crisscrossed by telephone poles
and wires. Because the test phone picks up waves of communication
a purportedly "empty" landscape, the cover may be
ironic homage to
the Wichita Lineman, though I cannot help thinking that the threatening
sky signals doom and that these musicians are eavesdropping
a
vaster and more significant political drama.
15. Di Prima presents a more bemused view of her NEA travels
"Ramada Inn, Denver" (Pieces
as she dodges pick-up lines
while sitting
a barstool between a rancher and a traveling narcotics
agent. In "Visit to Katagiri Roshi" ("Diane" 61), the poet recounts the
obstacles that
as she attempts to sit zazen in cramped and noisy
motel rooms.
16.
difference in Norris's case is that she was returning to an ances
tral homestead in South Dakota. Another is that her visionary verse
about prairie angels was influenced not by Buddhism, but rather by the
Catholic traditions she discovered during her residence in a Benedictine
monastery. For more
Norris's spiritual
see her volume
selected poems, Journey, and her best-known prose memoir, Dakota.
17. Compare di Prima's analysis of the Walker exhibit with Timothy
Egan's experience of viewing petroglyphs of Kokopelli, the hump
backed flute player, in
open-air setting: "There are
handy written
summaries in five languages next
velvet rope,
self-serving notes
from patrons corporate or Medici, no artists' explanations of any kind.
No signatures or authorial symbols, even. It is first-hand information,
without spin, revision, or self-confident ego. And it reveals itself in a
gallery of oversized geographic wonders, mounted
walls of stone
where it can look grand or goofy, pedestrian or brilliant depending on
the light, the weather,
mood of the sky" (77).
18. Fortunately,
museums in the West are beginning
consult
with Indian leaders in an effort
reform their curatorial practices. As
a result, American Indians are now able to show museum-goers that a
good deal of their culture still thrives. See Clifford, "Four Northwest
Coast Museums" (Routes 107-46) and "Museums as Contact Zones"
(188-219).
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In the 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass, Walt Whit
man fashioned a poetic persona that boldly
claimed
be a national unifying force for the
United States. As an American poet with a dis
tinctive "barbaric yawp" ("Song of Myself"
1333), Whitman aspired to harmonize
many
differences inherent in his country — "I am
large, I contain multitudes" (1326). He was fully
committed to playing a national role. "Union
was the keel," as Daniel Aaron suggests, "that
kept his religion, philosophy, and aesthetic from
foundering ..." (59). Yet Whitman's commit
ment
this national role made him vulnerable
to the nation's ever-present sectional divisions.
As
realized towards the close of the decade,
the troubles associated with
sectional divi
were beyond
poetic powers. The poem
"As I
with the Ocean of Life" expresses
Whitman's sense of failing and represents a des
perate attempt on
part to reconfigure his
poetic role in a country headed for disunion.
In the Preface to the 1855 edition of Leaves of
Grass, Whitman patriotically boasts, "the United
States themselves are essentially the greatest
poem" (711). Whitman's assertion of these
"united" states as a singular poem epitomizes
belief in poetry's capacity
be a national
unifying power. He subsequently claims that
the poet's "spirit responds to
country's spirit
. . . He spans between them
from east to
west and reflects what is between them" (713).
This expansive image of a poet embodies Whit
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man's conception of his national responsibility. The poet reflects and
responds to
country's spirit. Such important powers, according to
Whitman, make the poet's role one of the most influential in the nation.
In his notebook
remarks, "You must become a force in the State —
and a real and great force — just as real and great as the president and
congress — greater than they" (qtd. Reynolds 381). Such a statement
reveals the pressure Whitman placed upon himself to be not only a
respected poet, but also a national unifying force.
"Song of Myself" is the manifestation of the idealized poetic self that
Whitman introduced in his Preface. Paul Zweig considers it "probably
the finest enactment in all literature of the adventure of self making"
(18). The poem projects a self that celebrates and exalts its unifying
power. He calls upon his readers to share his vision: "Do you see O my
brothers and sisters? / It is not chaos or death — it is form, union, plan
— it is eternal / life — it is Happiness" (1317-1318). This stress on form
and happiness reveals Whitman's own need for order and harmony. In
a country consisting of so many differences and divisions, he becomes a
"Southerner soon as a Northerner ... A Kentuckian ... a Louisianian or
Georgian, ... a Hoosier,
Buckeye; ... At home
the hills of
Vermont... or the Texan ranch" (334-341).
symbolically identifying
himself with all of these different sections of the United States, Whitman
constructs a national persona that embodies order and wholeness. This
self-construction is typical of what Zweig describes as Whitman's "poet
labor of union . . . [his attempt]
overcome the ugliness of sectional
conflict" (77). This "poetic labor of union" is a persistent theme
throughout Whitman's early poetry.
Yet throughout this period the sectional tension
been mounting.
October 16th, John Brown raided the federal arsenal at Harper's
Ferry, Virginia in
attempt to invade the South and precipitate the
freeing of slaves. By December
of 1859, Brown had been tried and
executed. Although Brown's trial was
quickly, James McPherson
remarks, "the repercussions resounded for years" (206). For many
Americans, it became obvious that the country was heading toward war
and disunion.
Richmond Enquirer and Richmond
expressed
such a sentiment:

The Harper's Ferry invasion has advanced the cause of disunion
more than any event that has happened since the formation
the government . . . Thousands of men . . . who, a month ago,
scoffed at the idea of a dissolution of the Union ... now hold the
opinion that
days are numbered.
(qtd. McPherson 211)

general Northern and Southern responses to Brown's act and exe
cution were distinctly different: the North made
into a martyr,
whereas the South saw him as the manifestation of
worst fears.
Because Whitman's idealized poetic self was both sensitive
national
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spirit and devoted to the Union, the events of 1859 — especially Brown's
raid and execution — contributed
the feelings of failure and frag
mentation that he expresses in "As I Ebb'd
the Ocean of Life."
Whitman initially appeared indifferent to Brown's execution. He
told Horace Traubel that Brown's actions failed to "spoil" his "supper."
"I see martyrdoms wherever I go,"
said. "Why should I go off emo
tionally half-cocked only about the ostentatious cases?" (qtd. Kaplan
Yet Whitman couldn't help but to be drawn into the pervasive
repercussions of Brown's actions. By April 4,1860, while overseeing the
latest printing of Leaves of Grass in Boston, Whitman attended the trial
Franklin B. Sanborn, one of the "secret six"
supported Brown's
efforts (Reynolds 384). His new publishers, Thayer and Eldridge, were
also in attendance. (Their recent publication of Brown's biography had
been a major success.) Whitman even went on to write a poem directly
referencing Brown's execution — "Year of Meteors (1859-60)." The
poem's title evokes a meteor shower that occurred in November 1859,
which Whitman describes as a "huge meteor-procession dazzling and
clear shooting / over our head" (18). The meteoric imagery, though,
more than factual importance. To people living in 1859, such an unusu
al celestial occurrence seemed to hold some deeper meaning. "Super
stitious people have
seen in celestial phenomena, eclipses,
shooting stars, &c.," a New York Times reporter observes, "omens dire,
and tribulations infuturo. What of Harper's Ferry, and a general rise
the Negroes? Is a dissolution of the Union imminent, or are we only
threatened with an unusually cold Winter and a
in the price of
coals?" ("A Startling Meteoric Display" 5). As the reporter's musing
suggests, it was not far off to associate this phenomena with the current
events that seemed to be consuming the Union. Unlike
speculative
reporter who leaves his questions unanswered, Whitman links the
appearance of these meteors with Brown and Harper's Ferry — it is an
omen of things to come.
In "Year of Meteors," Whitman tries to frame a song about the
tumultuous year which concluded with Abraham Lincoln's election as
President. However, the major figure appearing in the poem is
speaker seeks to record Brown's final walk
death: "I would sing
how
old man, tall, with white hair, mounted the / scaffold in Vir
ginia" (4). Like
does in so many other
Whitman transcends
space and time. He places himself at
scene of Brown's "martyrdom":

(I was at hand, silent I stood with teeth shut close, I watch'd,
I stood very near you old man when cool and indifferent, but
trembling with age and your unheal'd wounds you
mounted the scaffold;)
(5-6)
speaker does not speak or sing at this solemn moment. He seems
powerless to do
and
useless. All he can do is
to stand by as a silent spectator to Brown's ascension to death. The
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speaker's silence coincides with Whitman's own sense of poetic failure
at this time, a feeling that
fully expressed in "As I
with the
Ocean of Life." In the closing lines of a "Year of Meteors," the speaker
identifies himself with the blaze and transience of the meteor:

Year of comets and meteors transient and strange — lo! even
here one equally transient and strange!
As I flit through you hastily, soon to fall and be gone, what is
this chant,
What am I myself but one of your meteors?"
(23-25)
This metaphorical connection to the comets and meteors ultimately
leads the speaker to question his role as a poet and the power of his
poems. Kent Ljungquist points out the significance of Whitman's use
"lo!" in these lines. He claims that the exclamation "literally means
'behold,' but also captures a sense of prostration, of being struck down
like Brown. Ultimately, the exclamation plays
the associations of
'low' with death, just as Whitman's speaker, his song, and the pivotal
'year of meteors' are 'soon to fall and be gone.'"
This identi
fication with Brown in
of "being struck down" is particularly sig
nificant when examining "As I Ebb'd With the Ocean of Life."
According to Bradley and Blodgett, "As I Ebb'd With the Ocean of
Life," originally entitled "Bardic Symbols," was "probably composed in
1859" (252). No doubt the poem's melancholy mood connects in part
with the impending dissolution of the Union as symbolized by Brown's
raid and execution. As many scholars have contended, Whitman was
indeed going through a personal crisis during the years leading up to
the 1860 Leaves of Grass edition. There is speculation that this crisis con
cerned either a lost lover or
unresolved familial issue (Black 55).
There are,
two indisputable facts about Whitman at this time.
In June of 1859
lost his job at the Brooklyn Daily Times; also, his
poetry
failed
gain the public recognition
desired. Despite
notable literary praise, Leaves of Grass was considered a "nonevent" (Zweig
In other words, the poet who earlier commanded
the country receive his poetry as
offspring, once again was unem
ployed and, for the most part, publicly ignored. It is not surprising
therefore that the poetic "I" found in "As I Ebb'd" is unlike any "I"
found in the early poetry. Instead of the expansive celebratory ego of
"Song of Myself," the speaker confesses feelings of ineffectiveness and
failure. He
not triumphed in the market place or reconciled the
nation's sectional tensions. America's indifference to his poetry had
shaken him.
Since Whitman's sense of national responsibility was so much a part
of his poetic role, it is necessary examine the speaker's musings in the
context of the social turmoil occurring in 1859. As George Hutchinson
contends, "It seems ...
'accident' that the impulse to confession and
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self-doubt coincided in Whitman with the period when America was on
verge of Civil War" (102). The poem has an indisputable personal
meaning for Whitman (and many readers) — the subsequent explo
ration of
socio-historical context is not intended to dismiss, diminish,
or trivialize such interpretations. Rather the intention here is to suggest
that in this poem, Whitman,
poet
claimed to "advance from the
people in their own spirit" ("Starting from Paumanok" 94), represents
sense of disillusionment and fragmentation consuming the entire
nation.
The placement of the speaker
the shores of Paumanok in the
poem's first section echoes Whitman's starting point in "Starting from
Paumanok." That earlier self, though born on the island, expands over
the continent; the self Whitman portrays in "As I Ebb'd ..." remains
exclusively upon the local shore. Whitman's concerted effort to keep the
speaker of this
grounded reveals his need to confront his imme
diate reality. He presents a grounded self, grappling with
origin
his identity. Whitman's presentation of this speaker's state of mind is
inextricably intertwined with the surroundings. This is evident when
states:

I musing late in the autumn day, gazing off southward,
Held by this electric self out of
pride of which I utter
poems,
Was seiz'd by the spirit that trails in the lines underfoot. . . .
(6-8)

These lines distinctly suggest an outside presence contributing
the
speaker's melancholic feeling. Although it may be asking too much to
link the speaker's autumn musing with a specific 1859 autumn event
like Brown's Harper's Ferry Raid, Whitman does direct his gaze toward
the South, which links personal anxiety with regional turmoil. As
David Reynolds notes,
is distinctly "like Whitman in the late fifties,
a troubled Northerner with his
turned sadly South" (380). In the
next line, Whitman describes this speaker as initially possessed by the
egoism found in the electric, poetic self of 1855. Yet the third line indi
cates a significant change. The poetic self Whitman identified with his
idealized United States is now seized by
spirit emanating from the
"sediment" directly underfoot. This "sediment," a unique composition
of land and sea, symbolizes the fragmented waste produced by
clash
of the real and the ideal in Whitman's own life. It captivates the trou
bled speaker's attention:
Fascinated, my
reverting from the south, dropt, to follow
those slender windrows,
Chaff, straw, splinters of wood, weeds, and the sea
scales from shining rocks, leaves of salt lettuce, left by the
. ..
(10-12)
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Significantly, these inglorious, fragmentary remnants replace the speak
er's southward gaze. Instead of expansive thoughts filled with harmo
ny and union, the speaker turns
attention to the fragments
on the shore of this "fish-shaped island." As a consequence of this frag
mentary vision, the speaker also experiences a division.
the close of
section one,
walks alongside "that electric self seeking types" (17).
a shoreline separating two realms, this self-division reflects a frag
mentation of the real self and the ideal self of 1855.
poem's second section opens with the exposed and uncertain
real self experiencing oppressive pressure. After
division from his
electric self,
speaker admits, "I know not" (18). The powers of the
breezes and ocean, once helpmates to mystical transcendence, now
seem to set upon him with all their brute force. In the midst of his
assault on the shore,
fittingly hears a dirge composed of "wreck'd"
voices. These voices provide a background chorus
his feelings
uncertainty and fragmentation;
is not alone. As Betsy Erkkila con
tends, the voices "broaden the poem's personal lament into a national
elegy, a dirge for the shipwrecked selves of a collapsing culture and a
dying world" (164). All of the pressures of these sounds result in one of
Whitman's frankest poetic confessions — "I too but signify at the utmost
a little wash'd-up-drift" (22). This identification with the washed up
debris,
mangled remnants of his desire to construct an ideal union
in spite of real sectional divisions, suggests Whitman's realization that
his poetry has failed in
purpose of providing national unity. With the
impending disunion of the country, Whitman's role as America's bard
dissolves. Consequently,
brazen claims made by the 1855 self now
torture him. As this grounded self candidly admits,
O baffled, balk'd, bent to the very earth,
Oppress'd with myself that I have dared to open my mouth,
Aware now that amid all that blab whose echoes recoil upon
me I have not once had the least idea who or what I am.
(25-27)

As the alliteration in the first line suggests, the speaker has been badly
beaten into his current state of disillusionment and uncertainty. The allknowing self-celebrator of 1855 has been shattered by the overwhelm
power of sociopolitical forces.
bravado of that earlier self is
nowhere to be
speaker now understands that
"real Me"
stands beyond his poetically fashioned self. This "real Me" stands
ahead "mocking" and "laughing" at the speaker's poetic failings.
then equates this shift with the shore
"Pointing in silence these
songs, and then to the sand beneath" (31). This correlation between the
songs and shifting sands poignantly identifies the unsound foundation
of
speaker's poetic persona. This mocking exposure forces the
speaker
admit, "I perceive I have not really understood any thing"
(32). The section concludes with the beaten poet receiving stinging
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rebukes from Nature, which earlier had offered him feelings of tran
scendence and empowerment.
In section three
speaker moves beyond an identification and
awareness of his failings and symbolically embraces them. This
embrace of Paumanok's "friable shore" has powerful paternal associa
tions. In a striking conflation of Paumanok and father, the speaker
admits, "What is yours is mine my father" (40). He then takes
action
of a desperate, attention-seeking child:

I throw myself upon your breast my father,
I cling you so that you cannot unloose me,
I hold you so firm till you answer me something.
(45-47)

Zweig points to this section as the culmination of Whitman's unresolved
personal issues concerning his father. According
Whitman
thought father and failure to be synonymous; through this embrace
Whitman "reaches out in a brotherhood of failure"
his father (309).
Zweig's contention, especially in consideration of the desperate pas
sion embodied in this
is persuasive. This powerful psychological
reading,
should not restrict the possibility that for Whitman
the use of father may
involve other connotations. As Hutchinson
suggests, "if we can catch the conflation of 'father' with 'founding
father' . . .
poem gains
relationship to the historical 'ground' of
the 1860 volume" (104).
might even go a
further to consider
that Whitman's address of Paumanok as father
means father-land
(Erkkila 167). In this context, the speaker's acceptance of his father's
failings suggests his acceptance of his country's failings to maintain an
ideal democratic union. Interestingly, in the section's
the
speaker attempts to make intimate contact with this father figure.
Kiss me my father,
Touch me with your lips as I touch
I love,
Breathe to me while I hold you close the secret
of the murmuring I envy.
(48-50)

This plea for a kiss reveals
desire to possess a loving union with this
father despite the sense of failure surrounding him. It is through such
intimate connection that the narrator attempts to find a resuscitative
breath, a breath that holds, for the poet and the nation, the secret of sur
viving beyond failure and disunion. This attempted kiss, which is liter
ally enacted upon Paumanok's indifferent shores, reveals the speaker's
desperation to find some
of connection and unity in this time of
sectional division.
final section of the poem opens with a reserved assertion —
"(the
will return)" (51). This assertion reveals the speaker's belief
in the return of a sea/land union that will engulf the shoreline frag
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ments. As evident by his use of parentheses enclosing the statement,
Whitman's assertion is not boastful or jubilant; it is merely an under
standing of perpetual processes.
pleads with an indif
ferent maternal sea, the originating realm of ideals like "union,"
treat
him gently and to continue
lament for the fragments it has left
the
shore. After failing to receive any sign of parental nurturing from land
or sea, the poet attempts to pull together his fragmented reality:

I mean tenderly
you and all,
I gather for myself and for this phantom looking down where
we lead, and following me and mine.
Me and mine, loose windrows, little corpses, . . .
(55-57)

He then
on
catalogue this deadened and fragmented self
terms of sea and land — froth, bubbles, sand, and tufts of straw. All of
fragments suggest the different, contradicting remains of the poet.
the
conclusion,
fragmented poet,
is still seeking
some form of union, uses the 1855 technique of identification to tran
scend his sense of isolation. He becomes the slender windrows at his
reader's feet and calls out through time, "You up there walking or sit
ting, I Whoever you are, we too
in drifts at your feet" (70-71). In this
act, he fully acknowledges and accepts
failure and fragmentation.
Although this is a humbling experience for the poet, it enables him to
keep going and to reach out beyond the ebb of this moment. Ultimately,
this cycle of failure,
reformation is crucial for Whitman's
nationalistic self-conception. From the depths of
own "loose
windrows, little corpses,"
later reemerges in Drum-Taps as the
nation's "Wound-Dresser." In his famous elegy "When Lilacs Last in the
Dooryard Bloom'd," the distraught speaker envisions "battle-corpses,
myriads of them" and translates their meaning
generations of future
readers — "they were not as was thought" (177; 180). Thus, Whitman's
"As I Ebb'd With the Ocean of Life" initiates a recurring re-visioning
his poetic role amid
ever-shifting national narrative.
In the early 1850s Whitman had planned on being America's bard, a
spokesman of the nation's spirit weaving poetic unity and harmony
throughout the inherent differences of the country. By the conclusion of
the decade, Whitman somberly realizes that his poetry cannot unify his
nation. His failure to fulfill his grandiose claims causes his 1855 ideal
poetic self to collapse in upon itself at the feet of the "real Me." In many
ways, this collapse reveals the politically conscious Whitman's resigna
tion
inability to affect the sectional tensions of his day. He admits
failure and accepts his place as a fragmented self in a fragmented reali
ty. But in the end, always conscious of future generations, he accepts a
new role. He becomes the wash'd up drift, a marker of failure, yet also
a believer that sooner or later the flow will
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By the socioeconomic lights of the 1934 film, Imi
tation of
something is visually unnatural
about African-American Delilah (Louise
Beavers) standing at the back door of a house,
while the white "Miss" Bea (Claudette Colbert),
a single mother, struggles bathe her child and
get ready for work. The scene's unnaturalness
arises not from Delilah standing at the back
door, in terms of 1934 racial dynamics the right
place, but from a perfectly good black servant
being wasted while the white lady has to care
for her own child. Of course Bea doesn't see
that; she's
distracted. But Delilah recognizes
the natural solution to her own problem, finding
domestic work where she can bring her own
would be to serve Bea. While Bea is
upstairs attending to her daughter, Jesse,
Delilah, though she has known Bea for about
two minutes, takes it upon herself to lay
breakfast for Bea and Jesse. Typical of the flat
tering self image the film takes of white-black
relations, Delilah's conversation concerns only
problems, in spite of Delilah's having no
job and a
of her own.
Had the film explored Delilah's problems in
more detail, her circumstance would have
revealed the nurturing kindly face at the back
door have been partly a survival strategy. For
the already difficult situation of black workers
in the U.S. during the period was disproportion
ately worsened by the onset of the Depression.
The New
State Department found that dur
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ing the Depression "a woman worker living at home with her family"
had earn "$1,056 a year, or over $20 a week, in order to achieve a min
imum 'adequate living budget.'" This figure assumed income from a
spouse. If the woman was alone, she would need to earn $1,193 per
year. A Mrs. Johnson, an African-American "thirty three year old day
domestic, earned between $4 and $ 6 a week" (Greenberg 80). Delilah
appears at Bea's back
homeless and with a dependent child. Con
ditions for domestic workers in New York in the 1930s illustrate the
hardness of life for such a woman: "a 'slave market' for domestic work
ers developed in which black women stood on street corners in the
Bronx and Brooklyn while white women auctioned for their services"
(Arnott and Matthaei 170; Gray).
And Delilah is hired for room and board only. Nevertheless, in a
short
she has a place in
"family," for she is quickly known as
"Aunt" Delilah, a southern servant's familial role that has migrated
north, along with large post-World War I out-migrations of Blacks from
the South. Regarding this oddity — a New York white woman in the
1930s adopting a familial address for an African-American woman
which
origins in the apologist arguments of pro slavery ideo
logues — Eric Sundquist notes, the landmark Supreme Court decision
the 1883 Civil Rights Cases extended "racial dualism" for African Amer
icans and turned back equal access
"accommodations, public con
veyances, restaurants, theaters, and the like."
"reunion of North
and South necessitated political and legal separations that turned the
'Negro problem'
to the South . . . using the South to further what
were in reality national inclinations.... There was throughout the North
not only acquiescence among the white population in the 'Southern
Way' of solving the race problem but a tendency to imitate it in practice"
- hence, an unintended imitation of life for the 1934 film (238, 241).
For African-Americans in white families Hollywood
construct
ed an appropriate family identity from the beginnings of the film indus
try. The Mammy of Birth of a Nation (played in black-face by a white
actress) internalizes the emotions of
white family, even as family
members ride out in
Klux Klan robes to prevent, among other things,
the threat of ex-slaves soiling white women by rape. Michael Rogin
argues that Birth of a Nation brought together three Southerners with an
interest in keeping nineteenth-century social order: Woodrow Wilson,
the first Southerner
be elected president
the Civil War (he seg
regated the previously integrated U.S. Post Office when he came into
office); Thomas Dixon,
wrote The Klansmen, the source for Birth;
and D.W. Griffith. At a
when immigrant influx was breaking down
traditional class barriers and, in Griffith's
"reform was sweeping
the country," reformers needed an ally and "Griffith looked like the
man" (Rogin
In Birth,
myth of the bestial Black invading Amer
ican government exists in an African-American election victory that
leads
drunken riot. Perhaps it is a testimony to the success of Birth in
disseminating its message to a mass audience that in a later films such
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as Imitation, "Aunt" Delilah is guilty of no such behavior. Yet by the
early 1930s and throughout Depression era America conditions threat
ened to upset the racial order Wilson
envisioned when
praised
Birth of a Nation, whose title
refers to a vision of a national racial
order enforced by the
The potential for getting help from com
munists or unions led some African-Americans, for example, into the
communist party or into trying to make common cause with white
unions.
uniting of black causes with other agendas recurs through
out the 1930s. For example, the 1936 National Negro Congress was
organized by, among others, "trade unionists, socialists, and Commu
nists
promote economic change" (Greenberg 81).
fight against
any racial and class reconfigurations of America occurred not just in the
streets, but from corporate offices as well. At stake was African-Ameri
can public identity. Joanne Nagel articulates the logic, "Ethnic identity
is closely associated with the issue of boundaries. . . . Debates over the
placement of ethnic boundaries and the social worth of ethnic groups
are central mechanisms in ethnic construction" (239). A mass entrance
into the communist party
the part of African-Americans during the
1930s never materialized, but the view of status quo corporate America
toward such a potential, coupled with the potential for African-Ameri
cans make common causes with unions, contributed a general stayin-your-place response that was reflected throughout American society,
a circumstance requiring a "second reconstruction" in the 1960s to
address it. In the 1930s, America had just gotten over what Frederick
Lewis Allen calls "the big red scare" of the 1920s. He writes, "Those
were the days when column after column of the front pages of the news
papers shouted the news of strikes and anti-Bolshevik riots; when radi
cals shot down Armistice day paraders in the streets" (38).
Imitation of Life's importance
mass market public writing of
African-American social identity in
time
beyond
depiction of
just another mammy. Film historians have demonstrated how Holly
wood, the domain of immigrants
outsiders, was brought into the
accepted fold of middle class capitalist social standards.
logic
Jane Addams's
remark took on urgency in the Depression:
"Because we failed to organize leisure [and leisure entertainment] as we
organized production . . . city youth was exposed to violent tempta
tions" (qtd Rogin 351). "The solution," Rogin notes, "was to reform
movies, not abolish them, so that the motion picture could operate like
a 'grand social worker'" (351-2). As
Depression created unrest and
sent specters of the communist Russian Revolution
haunt the imagi
nations of establishment
the need
enforce social stability inten
In 1933, newspaperwoman Lorena Hickock wrote, "vast numbers
of the unemployed in Pennsylvania are 'right on the edge'... It would
n't take much to make communists out of them" (qtd Brier 345). Robert
Sklar points
"The high priority the nation's leaders placed
rec
ommending
foundations of public morale was not lost
those pro
ducers and directors whose
was enhanced prestige, respectability,
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and cultural power" (196); one of those directors, the producer of Imita
tion of
was
Laemmle, an immigrant. Sklar traces Disney car
toons from early in the Depression to the end of the 1930s to establish a
Depression era evolution from a world of the imagination to a world
moral tale. In this scheme middle class standards are reinforced, as
is faith in established American leadership of the sort being promoted
by first the Hoover and then the Roosevelt administrations, both
which promised to solve seemingly impossible problems (198-205).
Beatrice Pullman's problem in Imitation of Life seems impossible, and
her eventual solution a fantasy with a moral lesson. Widowed with a
child, she has about nineteen dollars when she decides
rent a dilapi
dated store on the boardwalk in New
to go into business selling
pancakes. Without consulting Delilah, Bea uses Delilah's secret recipe
(and eventually Delilah's face
a billboard) to launch the business
against all
Out of money, Bea must talk one skilled laborer after
another into trusting her and into waiting until she succeeds before she
pays them back. We see her persuading the painter and the man who
supplies her fixtures. But we don't see how she succeeds. Ironically,
a film offering a lesson, the details of her success remain concealed. The
film cuts to Bea making her last installment to the fixture man. He offers
a capitalist lesson for the Depression era audience, telling Bea, "It does
you good
see someone go right ahead and
a success. . . . You
paid nothing down
the store because you agreed put the improve
ments in
you got the improvements because you
the store. I
guess about the only cash you put out was on my fixtures, and when I
to collect, you talked me out of that!" For a down-on-its-luck
audience it would be hard not to interpret this as both a call for patience
and a recipe for success. Until 1933
American corporations had
dealt with the Depression through "welfare capitalism," subsidizing
labor to maintain order and retain workers until better times would
arrive (Brier 291-2,
This view accorded with the Hoover adminis
tration's pleas for the American public to be patient in trusting estab
lishment governmental authorities to achieve prosperity. Neither Bea
nor Delilah challenge the system. Rather they work inside the system,
and inside the establishment racial order, to better their economic situ
ation.
When Bea
pity on Elmer Smith, a hungry out-of-work
found loitering outside the diner, and gives him some pancakes, he
imparts a capitalist secret that rivals Delilah's recipe. If Bea will give
him more food,
tells her, he'll
her a million-dollar idea in two
words. She hesitates and he tells her that Coca Cola used to peddle coke
for five cents a glass across a counter. He gives her the two words, "Bot
tle it," meaning mass produce it on the assembly line. Bea gives him the
pancakes and "a job besides." This film tells
audience that following
the lead of two of America's largest corporations (Coca Cola and
Motors) ends Elmer's unemployment. Later we see the boxes of pan
mix roll off the assembly line as proof of success and as an intend
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ed "imitation of life," here in the form of a dominant corporate practice.
Bea succeeds by following corporate America, not by rebelling against
capitalism. Anticipating advertising strategies of later corporate assem
bly line giants, we see a sign that lights up the sky announcing, "32 Mil
lion Packages Sold Last
act of advertising, which occupies a
quiet but important presence in this film, occurs more than once. If one
takes the force of the Bryant Dethloff insight that advertising encom
passes the twin results of "standardization of American culture and the
solidification of consumerism as a major factor in the national econo
my," then advertising in Imitation appears to act as both an ingredient
the formula for success. And, given the
Delilah's likeness is used
the ads, it's a force for standardizing her "appropriate" identity, or to
use an old term which carries negative connotations, her "place" in the
social hierarchy. This latter point applies to the function of the film itself
in constructing African-American identity.
power of advertising as
a cultural force is articulated by David Potter,
concludes that
"advertising compares with institutional religion and the school system
in the magnitude of
social influence" (qtd Bryant 186). Arguing
such a role for advertising, Walter Benjamin asserts, "It cannot be over
looked that the assembly line, which plays such a fundamental role in
the process of production, is in a sense represented by the filmstrip
process of consumption" (Writings 94). Imitation, then, serves the
same function as an assembly line in delivering a mass-produced
for African-Americans
its consuming audience. Benjamin adds,
"Mechanical reproduction of art changes the reaction of the masses
d art. . . . The
Ford, reaction
he
is characterized
whoThe
on to to
by more.
direct,
in
rateprogressive
intimate fusion of visual and emotional enjoyment with the orientation
of the expert" (Illuminations 234).
To understand the precise logic of the corporate and racial order that
this film holds up as a model for success, it is necessary
understand
Hollywood's own relationship during the Depression the U.S. corpo
and industrial history of the period. A pivotal figure of the early
twentieth century, Henry
perfected the assembly line. Robert
McElvaine notes that "The automobile was so central to the economy,
fact, that most authorities identify Henry Ford's decision to shut down
production for six months while
shifted from the Model T
the
Model A as the chief cause of the recession of 1927" (43) In his autobi
ography, Ford described the relationships of men
an assembly line:
"Some men do only one or two small operations, others do
The
man who places a part does not fasten it - the part may not be fully
place until several operations later. The man
puts in the bolt does
not put on the
the man
puts
the nut does not tighten it" (qtd
Bruchey 146).
importance of the automobile to the successful U.S.
economy of the 1920s cannot be overestimated. Keith Bryant and Henry
Dethloff remark that "The coming of the automobile set forces in motion
that helped establish a consumer-goods economy.
car manufactur
ers introduced new production and marketing methods - the moving
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assembly line, installment buying, for example - that changed the
national economy" (134).
three ingredients of Bea's success foregrounded in the film come
right out of the corporate economic history of the period: she buys on
time, she advertises, and she employs the assembly line.
Depres
sion era movie industry had several good reasons for pointing to such
factors in creating a carefully conceived multi-racial but hierarchical
narrative of
1920s had been good to Hollywood. Coming
into 1930, the Big Eight studios had a combined profit of over $55 mil
lion. By 1931 that figure had dropped to $6.5 million, and in 1932, as the
American economy plummeted toward bottom, they "showed net loss
es totaling $26 million. Thomas Schatz reports, "The industry hit bot
tom in early 1933, with the five integrated majors - Paramount, MGM,
Warners, Fox, and RKO - hit the hardest. Three of the five - Paramount,
Fox, and RKO into bankruptcy or receivership in early 1933, and
in all, the stock value of the five majors fell
nearly a billion dollars
in 1930
under $200 million in 1933" (159). Tino Balio remarks that
Universal, the studio that made Imitation,
1933 "had gone into
receivership" (15). Buhl and Wagner point out that these losses repre
sented a
trend that accelerated consolidation and control by Wall Street [a
trend] that was already under
from investment in equip
ment for the new sound films. . . . Movie people soon resumed
operations at higher levels, but with a newly burnished corpo
rate style bureaucracy firmly in place, turning Hollywood from
a society of semi-mavericks into a complex and carefully struc
tured system designed to turn out and
as important) mar
ket a more regularized product.
(10)
Schatz comments that under such conditions "Harry Warner
him
self in the early 1930s as the Henry Ford of the movie industry, and the
studio as a factory that produced consistent, reasonably priced products
for a homogenous mass of consumers" (136). Darryl Zanuck thought
working at Twentieth-Century Fox as "life
the assembly line" (Buhl
and Wagner 10).
Shifting to corporate management strategies and assembly line pro
duction helped create a very particular set of power and social relation
ships inside the studios. Buhl and Wagner reach a conclusion that at
first comes as a surprise: they see the studio system of the early 1930s
"as less like a ghetto sweatshop of family memory than a plantation
the California sun" (69). If one considers the full force of this character
ization, it seems to be a major contradiction in terms.
plantation
system has been posited
historians such as Eugene Genovese, Eliza
beth Fox-Genovese, and Gavin Wright to represent an alternative eco
nomic system to industrial capitalism. These two significantly differing
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economic structures are the dominant economic modes of nineteenth
century America, represented respectively by the South and the North;
significant continuity in labor and racial practices between the post-bel
lum and the antebellum South lingered on for nearly a century after the
civil war, maintaining the distinction in economic systems.
South
ern system was marked by the hegemonic role of the planter class; its
wheels were oiled by a paternalistic relationship between that dominant
class and
labor
North was characterized by its degree of
industrialization.
studios, although not a Southern economic force,
could operate paternalistically in the plantation style toward their labor
force due to New Deal legislation, passed in 1933, entitled the National
Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA). To save faltering industries, this legal
ized "certain monopoly practices." In the film industry, "collusion
among the Big Eight to control the marketplace now
government
sanction" (Schatz 160). Studio producers then "attempted to impose
salary ceilings, a limit free agency ... and, worst of all, a dictum that
actors' (and writers') agents could not negotiate without being licensed
by the producers themselves" (Buhl and
45). In a
the stu
thus had something resembling the monopoly of the Southern
planter
They at least
the power of their convictions behind
the advice the film offers Delilah. Studio moguls reinforced control
their employees with assembly line mass production strategies that
broke down the division of labor in the studios, thereby limiting
employee power to assert itself by weakening any individual who might
challenge the studio heads. This explains the professional decline
once powerful central producers such as Irving Thalberg and Darryl
Zanuck. Schatz remarks, "the studios steadily phased out or down
graded the central producer's role, and developed management systems
with a clearer hierarchy of authority and greater dispersion of creative
control" (161). Thus, in the studios of the 1930s, corporate strategies
carried for studio moguls the added benefit of sending, and enforcing,
the message that studio employees were to stay in their respective
places.
response of studio employees, however, was to fight such
monopolistic control with union activity, paradoxically,
licensed by
New
legislation (Schlesinger 136-151). Feeling
threat
their
power posed
unions created intense anxiety at the top in studios to
the extent that, though the studio had
ties to organized crime prior
to the 1930s, "mob ties did not accelerate until the 1930s" (Horne 5).
Organized crime infiltration of the studio unions was, in part, controlled
by the studios through their organized crime connections (Buhl and
Wagner 70-1, Horne 22-6). African-Americans, other than as performers
in carefully defined roles, were virtually invisible in the internal studio
hierarchy. As late as the 1940s Black actors Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee
reported "we didn't see any black people working anywhere" (Horne
52).
1934 version of Imitation of Life embodies the tensions and val
ues I have been describing. One can see the imprint of 1930s values
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more clearly by noting the differences between the 1934 version and the
1959 remake.
1959 version has
need to offer a success paradigm
in
face of a Depression economy. Gone from the 1959 version is the
entire pancake business and idea of the assembly line which
Bea
and Delilah.
1959 version comes in the wake of the 1954 Brown vs.
Board of Education decision which in the "mid-1950s" contributed
to "a violent counteroffensive" in the South where "open resistance to
school integration was urged
the
Klan and by the newly
organized White Citizens Councils" (Shapiro 409-10). In this atmos
phere, fourteen year old Emmett Till was murdered by two white men
in Money, Mississippi for talking to a white woman (Hampton and
Fayer 1-15). By 1955, the Montgomery bus boycott
begun, and
in Little Rock "a long line of Arkansas National guardsmen with
drawn bayonets turned a fifteen year old girl away from the entrance to
Central High School" (Hampton and Fayer
1959 Imitation
discards the pancake imagery as untenable - or even risky — in the
newly hot civil rights dynamics of the decade, though a lessened pater
nalistic relationship remains. And there's a more explicit moment of
white prejudice when Annie's (Delilah is renamed Annie in the 1959 ver
daughter's white boyfriend learns she is black and beats her up.
But the 1959 version
for a film primarily about the Bea character,
renamed Lora, on a quest for stardom as
actress. Unlike in the
Depression era version, being destitute isn't an unavoidable situation.
Lora remarks that she could work as a secretary to support her daugh
ter. But she is presented as possessed
the desire for attention. In the
process of seeking
through acting, Lora neglects her daughter,
substituting material things for love. Watching Lora, one can sense the
emergence of a Beat Generation critique of materialism, a protest
against "what they considered to be the blandness, conformity, and lack
of serious social and cultural purpose" in American life (Halberstam
Lora even neglects
who late in the film informs Lora that
she has a whole circle of friends and belongs to organizations that Lora
has been
preoccupied to even notice. By removing the fact that
Delilah
the recipe which made Bea famous, the 1959 version also
removes the clear issue of racial exploitation, reducing Annie's role to
that of mere housekeeper and trigger for the moments her daughter
rebels against being black.
At the bottom of the economic order going into the Depression,
African-Americans suffered more than other groups. Already victims of
exclusionary hiring practices, black laborers were concentrated
unskilled labor positions. This led a higher black unemployment rate
than that of white workers. In Cleveland, more than half of
AfricanAmerican workers were out of work.
observer remarked, "the race
is standing
a precipice of economic disaster" (qtd Brier 329). The
dire conditions of American workers led to
inclusion of AfricanAmericans in unions, notably in the United Mine Workers. Given the
twin hysteria capitalist leadership held for unions and communists,
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coupled with the 1935 Harlem race riot, unionism and communism as
models for black advancement repulsed leaders of industry (Wolters
305-8; Klehr 324-48; Complete Report 11, 42).
potential for whites
and blacks making common cause was dramatized in Chicago in 1931,
where real estate owners used the police to start evicting black families
could not pay their rent.
August 3, 1931, police killed
black members of a crowd trying to put
evicted black woman's
belongings back into her apartment. In response, the Communist Party
and the communist led International Labor Defense organized a demon
stration. A New Masses writer described the scene: "What a sight! What
a demonstration of working class solidarity; 25,000 white workers in a
funeral procession joined by 35
40,000 Negro workers, with 50,000
thethe line of march"
its black
its
, both
to onurged:
white
from
The
its
and
Thegonna
(Robbins 17). The
who
its a black woman, one of the marchers,
to
writer quoted
cried, "C'mon
down, brudders and sisters! Yo ain't losin' nuthin'. Yo ain't got nuthin'
lose. I ain't bin able to pay m' rent. They took away my home. C'mon
down. God ain't gonna help yo'. Prayers ain't
do yo
good"
(Robbins 17).
representation of dialect is that of the New Masses
writer. Whatever
accuracy, it matches the dialect employed in Imita
tion of Life and in class and racial terms links the two Depression era
black women, the communist and Delilah.
potential for a black
union or a black/communist partnership disturbed conservative white
leadership of the period. Thus the film pointedly avoids any activist
role for Delilah; instead it recommends conformity and obedience as
values which she
aspire. The counter position, the role of such
alliances seen
one black perspective, illuminates both the way
Blacks hoped such alliances would lead to change and the potential for
more successful action through communal effort. Black communist
James Ford



sho
no
an

In order for the Negro to be brought to
level of the whites,
both Negroes and whites must fight against these expressions of
discrimination. . . . The most efficient way [to fight] is by united
action.... When I say that I mean the Baptists, Methodists, Com
munists, Father Divine, Democrats - if all of these can get togeth
er
one issue we can back down discrimination.
(Greenberg 98)

Ford is here offering
alternate recipe for success, especially one with
workplace consequences. But Imitation avoids alternative labor models
for Delilah, at most displacing
question onto some unidentified, but
nevertheless racially circumscribed, moment in her daughter Peola's
future. Instead it offers
own model for African-American prosperity
in the form of a hybrid model of paternalism and assembly line meth
ods, one which in
general outlines recalls the plan the studios settled
on. And this model argues for an attendant social hierarchy.
From
conservative political perspective, Imitation of Life address
es the question of order in U.S. interracial labor, here viewed inside a
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white household that, like the plantation household, is peculiarly both
an economic and a family unit. In the antebellum South, such house
hold relations were the creation of slaveholders (Genovese, Roll; FoxGenovese). As historians have pointed out, such economic/familial rela
tions create a tension that the household structure cannot resolve. From
our first sight of Delilah, the film choreographs a visual account of order
that accords with traditional American labor - and studio labor — rela
tions.
appears at the appropriate entrance, racially speaking, the
back door. Once employed, she follows Bea dutifully throughout the
house, about a foot behind. After Elmer pitches the idea of boxing the
pancake mix, Bea imagines using Delilah's image on the boxes and
advertisements. Without explaining her
she tells Delilah to smile
and hold the box. Delilah smiles idiotically, in the pose of the (insane
ly) accommodating minstrel. The comedy of the scene is intensified
Depression era white audiences) by Delilah's holding the pose
childishly long. To be sure we get it, Bea laughs at her: "Oh, Delilah,"
Bea exclaims, "you're priceless." Her remark carries a double meaning:
Delilah has labored for free (or for room and board). And Delilah's
recipe turns out
be a success. Later, Delilah's commodified
appears
a billboard advertising Aunt Delilah's Pancake
a
Depression era indemnification of the rewards for keeping in one's
place. Donald Bogle interprets Imitation of Life as one of
films in
which the assertive (through growing more sassy) film servant emerges
(57-60). He is
but why this happens reveals something substantial
about 1930s films and Depression era America. Eugene Genovese
explains that Southern paternalism, with
roots in the
South,
made a space for African Americans by including them in the household
"family." Thus, a servant can be sassy as long as s/he does not overturn
the overarching structure of the social establishment. Since Imitation
contains a strong message for African-Americans to
in place in the
socioeconomic hierarchy, the kind of allowance the film makes for sub
versive sass from the servants
and in Gone With the Wind) fulfills
the paternalistic relationships that Sundquist
as having been car
ried from the South to the North while America "solved"
race prob
lem.
the subversive sassing of 1930s films represents another
in a long-term subversion of demeaning race relations, but from a
1930s perspective it is merely
extension of paternalism, a concession
in response to economic trauma weakening the system.
corporate
model for success, with its strong philosophy of controlled labor, and its
internal hierarchy, paired with the film's strong approval of racial hier
archy, suggests a nervousness over any threat
the racial status quo
whether social or economic.
Thus, household hierarchy repeatedly gets visual reinforcement
when Bea returns
work. We see Delilah
feet,
action she
later repeats. But when Delilah is
her deathbed, Bea places one hand
her shoulder and the other on Delilah's
keeping her body at an
appropriate remove. After a lifetime of shared child raising and busi
ness relations, having lived through good and bad times in the same
house, and after the physical intimacy of foot massages, one would
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expect more intimacy, especially since Delilah bears the familial title
"Aunt," and
the scene occurs at Delilah's deathbed. But visually
Bea repeats the action of her
Jesse who has not seen Delilah
for months while away at college, and who also keeps her body at an
awkward remove, tentatively touching Delilah, as though doing so
a
In another scene at one of
big parties, Delilah and her daugh
ter, Peola, appear outside at a gate (racially separated), looking up at the
white partygoers, with Delilah again commenting
the whites.
Though the screenplay has Delilah telling Peola
go in and join the
party, the socially proper camera keeps her and Peola out, segregated
their racially appropriate places.
screenplay accords with the sen
timents of a 1930s "women's picture," but the camera insists
1930s
racial order. Such order, connected to the image of the assembly line,
argues that the Depression can be overcome if everyone remains in their
"proper" social and economic places. After Delilah tearfully confides to
Bea that Peola, whose light skin enables her
"pass,"is miserable
(white in appearance, black by racial custom), Bea and Delilah retire to
their respective bedrooms.
camera offers a powerful image of the
conservative hierarchical order of
"family household" enforced
the film.
women appear in silhouette; Bea goes up the stairs her
room and Delilah
down the stairs
hers.
Such visual lessons are all the more ironic since old family relation
ships are conjured up early in the film. As a small child, Jesse refers to
Delilah as "Aunt Delilah," a term used later by Bea. In the confused
business/familial relations (though what
could they
the South
having failed to define those relations), Delilah's identity within the
household is fractured into maid as well as Aunt. She is
"a mother
fighting for her child" and a "girl" summoned in an advertisement.
The
onrelationship
of
nally,
to then.
she is asexual. Delilah
discusses
he
no Byinto with
The
Stephen Archer, who has expressed an interest in widowed Bea, and
advises Bea, "It ain't romantic to want a man, just natural."
the con
servative ideology of 1934, it is unnatural for Bea to remain manless, but
Delilah herself is without "natural" desires — she has
man of her
own. White women naturally want love and sex, but black women
should not. It is worth noting that Delilah's husband was the mulatto
whose lighter skin color shows up in Peola; Delilah
the other hand,
is quite black. Something "unnatural" thus occurred in her husband's
parentage, namely miscegenation.
film hints that it is better
Delilah's husband is dead: as a mulatto
represents
unacceptable
interracial desire. His very absence, however, points to a source outside
the film,
the forces that brought the Motion Picture Production code
being in 1930. Written under the auspices of Will Hays, the code
stated, "Miscegenation (sex relationship between the white and the
black races) is forbidden" (Mast 333). Best keep mulatto males out
the picture,
Peola's racial angst illustrates for 1930s audiences the
potential danger of not doing so.
instability of Delilah's identity
arises from tension between the forced conservative social identity the
film fits her with and the normal things she might desire.
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The economic and familial relations involving Delilah are least con
vincing when
company takes off. Bea and Elmer, now rich, summon
Delilah, informing her she is twenty percent owner of the company. Bea
says Delilah can have her own car and her
house, natural rewards
for following the corporate lead of Coca Cola. But Delilah responds as
a special category member of
family (aunt/servant): "You going to
send me away, Miss Bea?" she asks, sounding like a hurt family mem
ber (or child, given her deferential demeanor). She adds, "How am I
going to take care of you and Miss Jesse if I ain't here? .. . I'se your cook
and I
to stay your cook" - a remark that certainly would have
appealed
studio heads of the period. When Bea responds, "I only
thought now that the money's coming in, and after all it's all from your
pancake recipe," Delilah tells her, "I gives it to you, honey. I makes you
a present of it. You'se welcome." Bea answers, "Oh, Delilah. You're
hopeless. I'll have to put the money in the bank for you." Once Delilah
reaffirms the peculiar intimacy of racially organized "family" relations,
illogically insisting
remaining a servant, Bea resorts to the old pater
nalist role of looking out for her black
Corporate success, the
film argues,
not be confused with upending "natural" racial
hierarchy - the two can exist
by side. Yet, the film itself unwitting
ly deconstructs such a contradictory family/servant identity for Delilah.
Earlier, when the business first began to succeed, Delilah remarked that
Peola would never have to do housework for anybody. This remark
challenges Delilah's own eagerness
stay a servant, just as her role as
servant challenges the familial
"Aunt." Given her happiness,
should she not want
to have the same by finding herself a white
family? What does Delilah ask for herself with regard to the pancake
money?
good funeral. In logic that can be traced back
plantation
strategies
contain slaves, Imitation suggests that
a Delilah would
want in Depression era America is a Christian afterlife to ameliorate her
suffering in
present. But even during the slave period in American
history, as Eugene Genovese notes, "white ministers had credibility
problems" in the slave community (206). Slaves understood
logic of
deferring happiness preached by the master's clergymen and developed
instead their
version of Christianity that stressed the liberation
the Israelites.
The only significant challenge
the racial order of the film comes
from Peola. From an early age Peola learns she can pass for white. And
the film attempts to close off this threat. At Bea's dance, which she and
Delilah never really
Peola's anger seems triggered by feeling sep
arated from the white partygoers. Facing a mirror, she cries, "I want to
be white, like I look.. . . Look at me. Am I not white? Isn't that a white
girl there? .. . what is there for me, anyway?" Within the social dynam
ics of the Depression era, the film struggles to contain this outburst.
Delilah explains that Peola's light skinned father also protested the sys
tem: "He beat his fist against life all his days. Just eat him, through and
through" (perhaps as a union agitator?). She sees Peola's father's racial
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railing as pointless, a concept supporting the film's effort to reaffirm
1930s order. When Delilah calls herself Peola's "Mammy,"
cor
rects her with the title, "Mother." Peola's attitude accords with that of
six anonymous black men who wrote to The New York Times in the midst
of the 1930s, "Negroes like to be addressed by the customary titles of
polite and civil society, Mr., Mrs., Miss. [They] dislike being called 'boy,'
'girl,' 'aunty,' 'uncle' ... A sentimental tale about one's 'old black
mammy' will prevent or destroy rapport with a Negro audience."
Bea recommends Peola be sent to a good "colored" college in the
South, "where she won't have to be faced with the problem of white all
the time." But specifying the South suggests containment. Why not
Washington, D.C., Abraham Lincoln's Union capitol, where Howard,
the largest black university in the nation, was located? Or why not take
a shot at Barnard,
Zora Neale Hurston
already broken the
color line in 1925?
the quick resort to familial terms such as
"Aunt," one suspects Peola's journey South (where Jim Crow codes were
invented) to an all-black school might strike Depression era audiences
as an education in racial order.
Soon Peola
away from the "colored" college where Bea and
Delilah have sent her. When they locate
working as a cashier she
pretends she does not know her mother. Though unsuccessful, she
informs Delilah she's going away, and she wants Delilah not to recog
nize her if they meet. The shock of this rebuff sends Delilah to her
deathbed, where she dies of a broken heart. By the film's emotional
dynamics, Delilah's death reproves Peola's attitudes about race, a point
reinforced when Peola appears out of the crowd outside Delilah's funer
al. Violating family connections, denying her mother, Peola violates
racial order as well. The film's closed visual system and
screenplay
leave
place for Peola to challenge racial codes.
is punished for denying the established order. As Delilah's cof
fin is placed in the horse drawn coach, Peola, not in the church during
the funeral, rushes to the coffin, crying, "Can't you forgive me, mother?"
I killed my mother!" At the film's end, Jesse tells Bea that Peola has gone
back to college in the South, restoring the racial hierarchy. One of the
last images of the film is of Delilah's broadly smiling face
the sign
that lights up the sky advertising Aunt Delilah's Pancake mix. In effect,
the corporate world smiles down
the restored order of the
social relations, where everyone, now that Peola has behaved, is in her
proper place in the socioeconomic hierarchy.
Peola's desire to pass is notably not presented as an overt rejection
her African-American ethnic identity,
such an identity is absent
the social landscape presented in Imitation. Peola's most fervent
objection is
the familial term, "Mammy." Her logic, though the film
resists it, arises from her being repulsed by the concepts embedded
the Mammy identity. In civil rights history, Peola is not alone
this
point. A group of white Southerners
tried to erect a monument to
all of the African-American mammies, whom the whites regarded as
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having so selflessly served their white "families" (the confusion here in
the whole idea of whose families "theirs" are, demonstrates how easily
family relationships can become confused
the dominant system
begins making economic/kinship claims), soon met with African-Amer
ican protest. A psychological danger existed for African-American
women who played the mammy role so effectively that they internal
ized the mammy identity. Lawrence Levine remarks, "The tension was
inherent in the black situation: a need to role play use the stereo
types of the larger society to one's own advantage - and a need make
sure that role was not internalized, that the stereotype did not become
real" (255). Peola rejects not her mother's affection, but her mother's
and her own internalization of the stereotypical role. Her rejection chal
lenges the sentimental dynamics of Imitation. The film omits showing
any racist persecution African-Americans were enduring in 1934. When
is caught "passing" in her grade school, one white boy remarks,
with the "Our Gang" innocence of 1930s Hollywood sentimentality, "I
didn't know she was colored." Such disingenuousness contradicts the
realities a Peola would have faced in Depression era America, the one
where lynchings occurred and where African-American workers posed
a real threat as members of a growing movement into communism. In
one of the most famous passing novels, The Autobiography of an Ex-Col
ored Man, James Weldon Johnson's protagonist, a light skinned
with a touch of African ancestry, remarks on first learning
is a
"Negro," "I did indeed pass into another
From that time I
looked out through other eyes, my thoughts were colored, my words
dictated, my actions limited
one dominating, all pervading idea
which constantly increased in force and weight until I realized it in a
great, tangible fact" (21). Imitation of Life averts its gaze from the racial
reality Johnson records by pulling Peola away from the mirror which
provokes her questioning assigned racial identity.
film represents
instance of Hollywood's role in scripting the social identity of African
Americans for the movies' mass audiences. Peola, though the film
attempts to contain her at
end, has refused such an identity, as many
African Americans refused to internalize such public and powerful
"writing." Hers is the trace voice of discontented African Americans of
the 1930s. Viewed in historical context, Peola's is
voice that gets
through in this film, the voice that contests the corporate order this film
attempts to impose. Like that of Ralph Ellison's narrator in Invisible
Man, Peola's voice exposes the psychology contained in the observation,
"You wonder whether you aren't simply a phantom in other people's
minds. Say a figure in a nightmare, which the sleeper tries with all his
strength
destroy" (Ellison 3-4).

Notes
1. For diverse perspectives on this
see Zierold; Schatz, 3-66;
Gabler; May, 55-99;
and Wagner, 56-111; Horne, 120-52.
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2. For Laemmle's substantial contribution to film and for
relevance
of his immigrant background, see Zierold, 83-118; Gabler, 48-64.
3. See also Sussman.
4. For a contemporary account reflecting his enormous presence in the
public mind, see "Henry
Individualist."
5. See Genovese, Political Economy, 13-36; Cobb; Weiner, 970-992;
Wright, Political Economy
6. Press reports of the period were full of accounts of union uprisings
and violence. See Hardman, 252-5; "Labor: Blood Flows in San Francis
co,"
"Labor: A Hundred Cities Experience Strikes," 3-5.
7. Compare this to what W. Elliot Brownlee calls the "war between the
United Auto Workers and the private army of the Ford Motor Compa
ny," 436.
8. For
account of African-American experience in the Great Depres
sion, see Sternsher; Gray.
9. For a discussion of
antebellum Southern household and
pecu
liar black-white "family" kinships, see Fox-Genovese, 82-99.
10. For Genovese's interpretation of paternalistic relations, see 91-3.
11. For a history of Hollywood censorship, see Leff and Simmons.
12. "Letters to the Editor."
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I. Introduction

In 1803, an enormous bronze equestrian portrait
of Spain's Bourbon king Charles IV was inaugu
rated amid dramatic public ceremony in Mexico
City's Plaza Mayor [Figure I].1 An imperial
monument, the statue was framed by the seats
of church and state power: the Metropolitan
Cathedral to its north and the Viceregal (later,
National) Palace to its
Today, it stands in a
small plaza a few blocks west of that original
location, which is named after the work's author,
Spanish academic artist, Manuel Tolsa [Figure
2]. Since 1979,
National Museum of Art and
the Palace of Mines (the latter,
designed by
Tolsá) have framed the sculpture. However,
between 1803 and 1979, Tolsá's equestrian mon
ument was relocated three separate times.
Unlike any other public monument in Mexi
co City, this sculpture has left its impression
across the urban landscape, precisely because it
has stood in four different locations over the
course of its two hundred year lifespan, crossing
the city and back again [Figure 3]. It would
enough to ask why any multi-ton sculpture especially a gigantic bronze horse and rider—
was worth the resources necessary to engineer a
complicated and laborious move even once,
alone several times. Furthermore, what did
re-sitings mean? After all, it was
imper
ial project, yet it survived the armed struggle
Independence from 1810-1821, the chaos of civil
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war, urban renovations, and a second empire in the 1850s and 1860s.
Perhaps even more remarkable, it remained intact over the course of the
Mexican revolution in the first two decades of the twentieth century.2
The statue is, in the end, intertwined inextricably with the very process
of Mexico
modernization. The peregrinations of Charles IV
through both city and national history register the transformation and
modernization of the city itself as it expanded and reoriented
center,
along with the transformation of the equestrian portrait's subject from a
mere monarch
a horse to an emblem of high culture and fine art
the chronicle of Mexican art history.
sculpture's history encourages
us examine the ways in which state, city, and statue visually and nar
ratively interpenetrate.
resultant discursive web might be under
stood as a metaphor for an emerging national art-historical project itself,
which gradually emerged in
nineteenth century.
statue sits
symbolically on a line that traditionally fissures both political and art
history, fragmenting Mexican historical socio-political development into
Colonial and Independent periods, and
cultural development into
Baroque and Neo-Classical periods. As such, this object also embodies
the historical quandary that arises in the negotiations of Mexico's socalled "dual heritage," i. e., what is European/international and what is
native/local. This essay, then, examines the relationship between Tolsá's
monument and Mexico's modernization, and the transformation of this
work of imperial
national patrimony.3

Rafael Ximeno y Planes (1759-1825) and J.J.
(1748-1807), View of the
Plaza Mayor, engraving, 30.5 x 47 cm., in Alexander von Humboldt, Vues de
Cordillères et monumens des peuples indigènes de l'Amérique, Paris, Schell, 1810
(Photograph by the author). Courtesy of the
of Special Collec
tions, University of Arizona Library.

II.
Imperial Monument:
Rome"

The Bourbon King rides

the "New

Tolsá's monument was conceived in late eighteenth-century New Spain,
a dynamic and somewhat turbulent moment for the Bourbon regimes
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and their territories in the Americas. As recent scholarship on the
Colonial period indicates,4 the Bourbon administration oversaw an
increasingly disordered empire, especially in New Spain. Charles IV's
administration approved the project for a large, centrally sited equestri
an portrait, conscious of its potential for reaffirming the king's imperial
prerogative. Such a monument would
serve as a strong public
proclamation against the reenactment of the regicide only recently com
mitted against his relative, Louis XVI, in 1793. Spanish academic artist,
Manuel Tolsá - a well-known supporter of the imperial cause — oblig
ed the commissioning Viceroy, Miguel de Branciforte, with a towering
construction that
loyal subject could dismiss. It was first erected
1796 in a wooden version covered in gilt plaster. It took several
years for Branciforte and his successors to pay for
construction
bronze and subsequent placement on a huge, paved, oval platform in
the capital's central plaza. Viceroy José de Iturrigaray eventually
presided over the inauguration of
monumental, multi-ton bronze
version of the statue in 1803, seven
after the initiation of the pro
ject.
Tolsá's monument is
composed of a large
pedestal, bearing medal
lions and inscriptions, sur
mounted by Charles IV on
horseback.5 The king is
portrayed as a robust
Roman emperor astride his
battle-ready mount.
wears armor, is crowned by
a laurel wreath, and holds
the royal scepter in his
right hand. The horse,
identified as an Andalu
sian, is posed as if moving
forward, with the left front
leg suspended in mid
stride.6 The statue was
installed in the physical
and symbolic center of
colonial power, embodied
Manuel Tolsá (1757-1816), Equestrian Portrait of in the Americas by the
Charles IV, 1803, bronze, 488 278 x
cm, church, state, and city gov
Plaza
, City of Mexico (Photograph by ernments, as well as by
Emily Umberger).
myriad commercial cen
ters.
The sculpture of
Charles IV faces and points with his scepter towards the Viceregal
Palace rather than the Cathedral, consistent with the secularizing,
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bureaucratic reforms of Charles III (1759-1788) and Charles IV (17891808)7
statue's orientation toward the seat of state power is an index of
the many bureaucratic strategies carried out for controlling colonial
subjects and the spaces in which they lived and worked, as well as
reaping more of the economic gains New Spain
made by the late
Colonial period.
variety of institutions, regulations, and urban
reforms initiated by Charles III and Charles IV represent
kinds of
mechanisms referred to in Angel Rama's "lettered city," or in James C.
Scott's articulation of the state's designs to make
subjects and their
practices legible, and therefore archivable and controllable. Directly
related
the production of the statue was the establishment of the
Royal Academy of
Carlos in 1787, the first institute of Fine Arts
the Americas.8 The Academy, modeled after the Spanish royal acade
was designed to centralize and modernize high
production,
and effectively to install a bureaucratic, systematizing institution that
would uniformly train artists through a standardized pedagogy. A per
manent and monumental effigy of the King certainly
a fitting
embodiment of this will-to-order in the key physical and symbolic space
of the capital.

Pedro Gualdi (1801-1857), Interior of the University, lithograph, 29 x 38.3
cm. in : Monumentos de Mexico, Mexico: Masse and Decaen, 1841. (Photo
graph by the author).

The Academy was directed to instruct its students in the language of
Neo-Classicism, understood as an imperial, unifying style.
imple
mentation
at once symbolically insert New Spain
the sphere
of western European cultural modernity, and
subordinate, if not
erase, the local and idiosyncratic visual production of the guild-based
New Spanish artists trained in Baroque idioms.
statue was con
structed in response to the desire to transform Mexico City from a
Baroque, polychrome, ornate space to a more modern, efficient, ordered
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urban space. The principle
was to strip the plaza of
excess, that
is,
perceived decorative and colorful character, and imbue it with
what was essentially regarded to be a universal aesthetic.
The project for the equestrian portrait is one of
more tangible
effects of
Bourbon Reforms designed to produce order and cleanli
ness via a Neo-Classical esthetic, ideally converting Mexico City into a
"new Rome."9 The monumental, imperial character of Tolsá's statue
was affirmed by the clearly intended similarity between the Plaza
Mexico City containing Tolsá's statue and Michelangelo's plan for the
Campidoglio in Rome, which itself
designed for the re-siting of the
imperial equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius.
pamphlet distrib
uted for
inauguration of the preliminary wooden version of Tolsá's
statue in 1796 referred specifically
the equestrian portrait of the
Roman emperor.10 Tolsá situated his sculpture
an intricately
designed oval pavement that was bordered by wrought iron fencing,
punctuated by four gates and four fountains, giving it a comparable
classical symmetry.
location of the statue in such an ordered and classically inspired
plaza reaffirmed Spain's quest
intensify
control over
colony,
and particularly to reassert Spanish administrative authority by forcibly
relocating the Indian market traditionally held
spectacular
space of the
and statue effectively covered the space of
Indian
market that had
directly in front of the Vice regal Palace for over
two centuries.11 This market (which
common goods) was taken
down and erected
a regular basis, unlike
Parián (where luxury
goods were sold), which remained standing until the mid-nineteenthcentury; the former thus
no permanent marker of
presence. The
king surveyed his subjects
the symbolic center of the Empire and
kept
populace - particularly the Indian populace — at a distance,
outside the fence. Alluding
this
Tolsá's sculpture has its horse's
right rear hoof resting
a stylized rectangular quiver of arrows, reaf
firming a symbolic conquest of
native population. This barely visi
ble, but nonetheless important detail conjures up the traditional alle
gorical figure of the New World, New Spain, and later, Mexico: an
"Indianized" woman in short dress (often classicized), with long, loose
hair, carrying a quiver with arrows.
statue and
placement thus
affirmed Spain's reconquest of
own colony at the
of the eigh
teenth century, serving as a reminder too of the original conquest of
Spain over the Aztec empire in 1521.12
III.
or

Genealogy of the Monument: Spanish King and Creole Horse,
Big King becomes a "Little Horse."

Since
early nineteenth century, written accounts of Tolsá's equestri
an monument commonly refer to the statue as a great civic (as opposed
to religious) monument of Mexico. Often, it is situated as the first, or
among the first, of such statues. This places the monument in a
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sequence of other works from New Spain (unnamed) and Europe
(named).13 Such characterizations implicitly create a kind of cultural
bloodline, a genealogy for the work. Its status as heir apparent
the
Roman monument of Marcus Aurelius is irrefutable, and as pointed out
earlier, was made expressly clear in the pamphlet distributed at the first
wooden statue's inauguration in 1796. Since
creation, that is after the
erection of both the wooden and final bronze versions, the cultural
sources were expanded to include other well-known members of the
imperial monumental barn - namely Falconet's Peter the Great in St.
Petersburg (1766-82), as well as Giambologna's Henry IV (1604-11) and
Girardon's Louis XIV (1696-1700), both in Paris. More recently invoked
have been Italian Renaissance monuments, such as Donatello's Equestri
an Portrait of Gatttamelata (1445-50) and Verocchio's Equestrian Monument
of Barttolommeo Colleoni (1481-96).
The literature also implies a conflict between European and Ameri
can identities.
an apparent tension between what is European and
what is American may best be understood within the late eighteenth
and nineteenth-century (i. e., late-Colonial and national) discourse on
identity that maintains a balancing act between Mexico's
heritages.
The equestrian monument
play two roles: one as a great Ameri
can work, and a second as heir
a European tradition. The implicit
problem was, it seems, how to insert a Spanish imperial monument into
a lineage of Mexican culture, since
literature qualifies the monument
as filling both roles
It is worth recalling that the establishment of the Academy of San
Carlos in 1787, of which Manuel Tolsá was to become director of sculp
same
e, wasShe
a Bourbon
bureaucratic
its construction, one which was

los
clearly designed to initiate a new phase in New Spanish
on
culture, demar
cating it from earlier Baroque culture. Tolsá's monument came to
embody this historical shift. Royalists and insurgents, Spaniards and
creoles alike came to regard the construction of the Academy of San Car
as highly significant moment for the delineation of this new epoch.
The Neo-Classical foundation of the Academy could satisfy the needs of
a monarchy that wished to assert
control over
colony, and at the
time
the builders of the "nación criolla" — the creole nation
— who wanted to join the fraternity of the Enlightenment, but not nec
essarily the empire. Creoles were Americans of European descent and
were considered to rank below peninsulares, or Europeans born in Spain,
now living in the American vice regal territories. They were extremely
important in constructing a New Spanish identity; thus they contributed
to the struggle against Spanish dominance.14
Contemporary scholar Clara Bargellini's work
Tolsá's monument
suggests a mechanism whereby it could have been awarded a flexible
identity.
points out that Tolsá's statue was indeed not the first of its
kind in New Spain, as is often claimed. Rarely do other scholars point
out that earlier equestrian portraits existed in New Spain, emphasizing,
instead this particular work's European pedigree.15 Later scholars "for
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got," as Bargellini phrases it, at least two imperial equestrian — thus
also civic - monuments produced in New Spain.
was a bronze stat
ue of Charles III, erected in
Plaza Mayor in Nueva Guatemala; the
other was a wooden equestrian monument of Charles IV, situated next
to the Sagrario (the Parish church) of the Metropolitan Cathedral in Mex
ico City's Plaza Mayor.
latter was constructed prior Tolsá's work.
Bargellini points out, moreover, that the late Mexican art historian,
Manuel Toussaint,
already referred very briefly to the production
the earlier statue of Charles IV and
location in front of the Casa de
Moneda,
Royal Mint, a few blocks south-east of the Plaza. He noted
that the statue was made
an "Indian cacique" - a high status Indian
official— who
been teaching at the Academy of San Carlos prior to
Tolsá's
While
details of this project will require further
research, it is certainly provocative that the local Indian artist and his
equestrian monument to the king have been relegated
a mere foot
note (Toussaint 234-5).
effect, again, is to emphasize a descent from
monuments made outside the colony, thus firmly soldering this link in
the imperial-classical chain.
In addition to the cultural and artistic genealogy documented in the
literature on the statue, it
actually embodies
expression of lin
There are two aspects
the first is comprised of references
the monument by the diminutive el Caballito (the "Little Horse"),
instead of the use of the more formal phrase "equestrian portrait." The
second manifests in the breed of horse used as a model for Tolsá's sculp
e. The
The
to first published
San
since
owned reference
an
to
label el Caballito
the
is

hadthe colloquial
on
to had
ascribed
The
to the creole political and literary figure, Carlos María de Bus
was
tamante, who, around 1822, claimed that the public
used the
the erection of the provisional wooden model in 1796 (Lemoine
212).
next published use of the term appears in the questionnaire
written by another important creole literary figure, José Joaquin Fer
nández de Lizardi, in 1821. Taking a cultural inventory of
Plaza
Mayor after independence, he asked the public: "Where will we put the
"Caballito" of the plaza?" (9).16
The application of the term el Caballito suggests one way the statue
viewed and understood. Mexican historian Ernesto Lemoine
reminds us that the term el Caballito refers only
the horse (212). It
essentially cleaves the horse from the rider, granting primary signifi
cance the animal. By extension, this leaves the body of the horse
for positioning, or perhaps repositioning within a desirable heritage.17
body of the horse certainly concerned Bustamante, who assert
ed that the horse sculpted by Tolsá
very specific equine sources in
the breeding lines
by elite families in Mexico. He claimed that
the horse of the first wooden version was modeled after one of the Mar
ques de Jaral's Andalusians bred
hacienda in what is now the
modern state of
Luis Potosí, and that the model for the final bronze
version was modeled after
Andalusian from a breeding line in what
is now the modem state of Puebla (670).18 Lemoine insightfully points
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out Bustamante's incipient nationalism by noting Bustamante's declara
tion that "The Mexican line has nothing to envy in that from Andalucía,
from where the Spaniards brought them, and perhaps it has (even)
improved in this climate (670)"19 It is well known that the Spaniards
brought horses with them, in particular the Andalusian,
the Americ
as in the early sixteenth century.20 Bustamante implies that after three
centuries these Andalusians
been Mexicanized.
"Caballito"
was symbolically transfused with this local, now national, blood. The
separation of monument into horse and rider
cleverly allowed for
the recontextualization of the Spanish academic and imperial monu
ment from the Colonial period into the heritage (via bloodline) of the
new nation. According to this view, a subsequent characterization of the
monument as "the greatest statue that America has
and of which
Europe possesses
equal" makes sense (Altamirano 159).
It is worth recalling that other Colonial period images affirmed the
importance of lineage in New Spain. This is perhaps most clearly seen
in the so-called casta paintings of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies. These paintings give a visual interpretation of the so-called
racial mixtures produced from relations between pure Indian, Spanish,
and Black populations of the early Colonial period.21 They pictorialized
the process of "interbreeding," commonly illustrated in the paintings by
the pairing of two adults with a child between them in a grid format.
The
is an admixture, a product of racially distinct parents. Simi
larly, the equestrian monument acquired a new status in which lineage
played a culturally symbolic
bringing a new bloodline into being
through the mixture of a European breed and the new world's environ
ment.
An intellectual and political heir of Fernández de Lizardi and Busta
mante, the nineteenth-century political and literary figure, Ignacio
Manuel Altamirano, referred to Tolsá's equestrian portrait as an
"admirable work of America" and "the first of
lineage" (159). Like
Bustamante's remarks about breeding lines, Altamirano's use of
term
"lineage" replicates the discourse that had operated,
the sixteenth
century conquest about the so-called "limpieza de sangre." "Purity of
blood,"
was a fact that had already disappeared by the end
the sixteenth century. New Spain was founded
almost immediate
genetic and phenotypic blending. Bustamante's bold insistence
the
possible improvement of the original, pure Andalusian line in Mexico
appears
indirectly allude to this newer ideal.
Other processes of differentiation that seem to facilitate the trans
formation of a Bourbon imperial monument into a Mexican work of art
are also suggested by nineteenth-century narratives that convey
sep
aration of the nationality of sculptor from his sculpture, and
disen
gagement of the monument's political status from
status as a work of
high art. Tolsá was a Spaniard, and in the late Colonial period his
nationality assured him the top rank of faculty and administrators in the
Academy. In the literature
Tolsá his nationality is rarely left unmen
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tioned, thus emphasizing his monument's European pedigree. Yet as we
have seen, even if its rider and sculptor can be traced back a European
provenance
as the Andalusian stock, after which the horse was
modeled, could be Mexicanized), the statue itself can be inserted into an
American genealogy. If, however, the sculptor is cleft from his sculp
to
well
the alsoinsertion
The
the
Paseo
its
to
e, an
thehad
legitimate
spared
from
of the sculpture
realm of high art yet
the The into the
the
an
is made possible, despite the work's ostensibly Americanthe
orientation.
BothThe
Bustamante and Lizardi recognized that the statue could only be
construed in a clearly political sense as the product of empire. But, they
also recognized that because it could be treated was a work of high art
it would therefore be worthy of preservation after Independence, when
imperial presence was dramatically unpopular. Thus, in answer to
his own question about where to put
"Caballito," Lizardi responded
that it should be moved
the plaza which
serve "to conserve
the memory of ancient monument(s)" (9).
equestrian sculpture had
become a work of fine art, and like New Spain - or later Mexico - it pos
sessed miscegenated roots.
IV.

wa
St


Wandering

In 1821, Agustín Iturbide entered Mexico City as leader of the newly
independent Republic of Mexico. As it did for previous inaugurations
and other public festivities,
new government staged extravagant dis
plays honoring Iturbide and the new nation. Images of the period show,
however, that
equestrian portrait is not be seen in the Plaza.22 The
statue was cloaked with a large blue cloth, removing it from public
view,
act that ironically affirmed
detestable and imperial presence,
as
as its value as a monument. By 1822 however, and as Fernández
de Lizardi had hoped, the statue was removed from
plaza and pre
served. Accounts insist that the statue was moved from the capital's
center, not only because it was a monument that marked the city as a
colonial city, but
because it
a monument capable of offending
the patriotic citizens of Mexico (Acevedo 39). As writer José T. de Cuel
lar would remark in 1856, "the government, fearing the exaltation of the
people,
it moved to the patio of the University" (131).23 The sculp
ture was
destruction, and instead archived in the University (a
process not unlike that which allowed the Office of the Inquisition to
confiscate blasphemous works of art and expand
"collection," during
the Viceregal period).
removal and archival process emphasize the
double identity of the statue.
In 1852, the city government, or Ayuntamiento, ordered
statue to
be moved yet again, this time from the University
the Paseo de
Bucareli (also known as the
de Nuevo) located at what was
the western periphery of the city. While the motive for this is not
entirely clear, the effects of
transfer are evident. Art historian Angéli
ca Velázquez Guadarrama notes in her recent work on late nineteenth
century public sculpture projects that the statue was put at the head of
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the Paseo de Bucareli so that it would not, in essence, offend patriotic
Mexicans (333-4). While this suggests that the statue continued to carry
unpleasant patina of imperial politics, it was
acquiring a new
luster.
sheer scale of the statue and the clever engineering that
allowed
transfer through the city polished the veneer of
"eighth
wonder of the world." The Ayuntamiento's President, Miguel Lerdo de
Tejada, convened a competition for the design of a project to engineer
the massive statue's transfer (Uribe 101-2).
project went to Lorenzo
de la Hidalga who had also been given the
of designing a monu
ment Independence in 1843.
latter was to be placed in the middle
of the Plaza Mayor, where the monument to Charles IV
once
Descriptions of the transfer of the statue create the picture of a colossus
that required an ingenious engineering feat to accomplish
reloca
tion.24 Its reputation was becoming larger than life, and certainly res
onated with more than an imperial aura.
We have noted that in 1852 the
de Bucareli lay at the western
margin of the city: at that time it was more rural than urban, and reeked
of the garbage deposited there (Velázquez Guararrama
Whatever
the government-specific reasons for the statue's move, it clearly contin
ued to embody an ordering presence that ironically played into the
Spanish-Mexican antagonism that motivated its transfer from the Plaza
Mayor in
first place.
siting of Tolsá's statue at a node between
spaces of civilization and barbarism, to use the nineteenth-century
refrain, maintains the initial effect of the statue's presence in the Plaza
Mayor. Its fountains and elliptical fence emphasized the central posi
tion of the plaza and the statue, intensifying the plaza's sense of balance
and organization. The statue's representation of the person of the king,
and the physical space of the plaza itself, which controlled his subjects'
access, intensified the imposition of order.

Casimiro Castro (1826-1889) The City of Mexico Taken in a Balloon from the
Northeast, lithograph, 27 33.4 cm. in: Mexico y Sus Alrededores, 1855-56,
Mexico: Decaen,. (Photograph by the author).

In 1858, after an intense period of renewed Spanish-Mexican antag
onism, the conservative government staged a public execution of five
Mexicans accused of attacking Spanish businesses. The executions, a
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lithograph of the period clearly shows, took place directly in front
Tolsá's equestrian portrait (Falcón 155).25 These executions were
designed to placate the wealthy and powerful Spanish, whose political
favor was curried by the conservative regimes in power in the 1850s.
Once the statue was placed at the edge of town, it nonetheless continued
to be
effective register of order in
epoch in which control over
both urban and regional spaces was hotly contested, and in which
power-inflected heritage clearly played a role. Casimiro Castro's mid
nineteenth-century lithograph of the city depicts Tolsá's equestrian
monument in
new surroundings [Figure 4].26 This is a composite
view, represented as if taken from a hot air balloon, which shows the
city from the west looking
the
statue sits at a decisive
point between the city and
"Other." Its location and
connection to
state-sponsored public executions imbued the monument with a pivotal
visual presence.
interaction between monument and public space was further
exemplified by the statue's imperial staging in 1865, during the reign of
Emperor Maximilian. Maximilian, the Hapsburg Archduke, was
installed on the throne of Mexico by a coalition of Mexican conserva
tives and Napoleon III of France, ruling from 1864 - 1867. It is well
known that Maxmilian's urban renovations of Mexico City were a con
scious emulation of the reforms initiated in mid-nineteenth-century
Paris by Baron von Haussmann. Particularly significant was his design
for the wide boulevard to be called the
del Emperador, which
would link Tolsá's statue with the gates of what is
Chapultepec
Park. This schema drew upon the Haussmannian template of creating a
boulevard at whose endpoint was an existing monument.
colonial
castle, the Castillo, stood
the park grounds and was being renovated
for Maximilian's residence. In his work on the impact of French urban
planning in Mexico City, Federico Fernández Christlieb argues that with
the urban renovations of
city, Maximilian
a second and com
peting center in relation to the Plaza Mayor (original site of the eques
trian monument), by linking the statue of Charles IV with the Castillo.
The effect of
design was to coordinate a fixed pathway between
emperors Maximilian and Charles IV, oriented towards the barely pop
ulated western end of the city.
As Fernández Christlieb further suggests, this new boulevard shift
ed the balance of symbolic power from the old colonial center of the city
to the nascent urban zone to the west and southwest (252).
boule
vard served to delineate Maximilian's modernist agenda for urban
renewal, and at the
time, emphasized the royal and imperial con
nections between Maximilian and Charles IV, both enlightened mon
archs who wished to transform Mexico City and
culture. While
siting may have reinscribed
imperial aura around the equestrian
monument, it is also important note that in the process of focusing on
the statue at the culmination of the boulevard, the spectator's line
sight was being rigidly controlled. The boulevard itself was the result
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of intense mathematical and engineering precision. Maximilian ordered
the statue to be shifted fifteen meters north of
original position in the
glorieta, or traffic circle. This shift would relocate the statue to the exact
center of
glorieta where the
de Bucareli, the Paseo del Emperador, and a third avenue would intersect. Tolsá's statue was thus to be
at the mathematical center of Maximilian's modern urban network of
sculpture, streets, architecture, and landscaping (Acevedo, "Asi" 141).
coincidental effect of this move was to reverse the original power
the king's/monument's surveyor at the end of the boulevard; the king
and his monument were instead now the object of surveillance. The city
was being ordered around the statue.
Mexico City's twentieth-century modernization process required
that the statue be moved yet again. In 1979, at the order of Mexico City's
Department of the Federal District (the DDF), the equestrian monument
was moved
location at the intersection of the
de Bucareli
and the
de la Reforma to the small plaza directly in front of what
is now the Museo Nacional de Arte. It was moved for practical reasons
back
the
center, a few blocks from the Plaza Mayor. Mexico
City's infrastructure was undergoing renovation with the building of
the ejes viales, or central traffic corridors, the network of wide, multi
lane thoroughfares designed to link the city east/west and north/south.
This project would reorganize the city along a new grid to accommodate
more
and public transportation at faster speeds across the city
(Espinosa López 24). Tolsá's monument would be transported across
the city, in a public spectacle on the scale of
move from the Universi
ty to the
in 1852.
effect of its new siting on the Calle de Tacuacross from Tolsá's own Palace of Mines, was to integrate the statue
into a process of patrimonialization of the city center and to radically
alter the way it was
In its new location, the viewer could easi
ly approach the statue,
pedestal, and look up at anatomical
details never intended for broad public access.
placement in front of
a national
and across from
sculptor's Bourbon period
building, opened up
trajectory further
the history of Mexican art.
V.
Museification of the Centro Histórico:
Final Conversion
"El Caballito,"
Imperial Monument to Monumental Patrimony
The process of converting
imperial, Spanish monument into a monu
mental object of Mexican patrimony is suggested by two small, portable
images of Tolsá's
equestrian monument of Charles IV.
is the
commemorative silver medal bearing the statue's likeness that was
thrown the crowd in the Plaza Mayor at the inauguration of the orig
inal gilded wooden model of the statue in 1796; the second is the simu
lated bronze key chain bearing a small relief of the statue's likeness,
a few years available for purchase in the gift shop of the National Muse
um of
in front of which the sculpture now
silver medal
concretized the King's (and by extension the Viceroy's) duty to serve and
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to be served in turn by his subjects; the keychain represented the need
for the government, in the form of the Museum and the people, to sup
port the ongoing well-being of the
statue. These tiny images, like
their gargantuan model, have circulated through
city and beyond
an economy of transformation. Around the
where it now stands,
monumental architecture that represents national patrimony frames the
statue.
recent key chain reproduces the statue's image and rein
forces its canonical art-historical character.

Plan of the City of Mexico with
Charles IV. (designed by Keith McElroy).

of the Equestrian Portrait of

fact that the statue was acclaimed as a great work of art when,
at the point of independence, the choice had to be made about
future
helped prevent
destruction. But when the statue was moved
the
courtyard of the University, it was not just removed
public view.
was displayed in a manner that added to
high cultural luster.
Gualdi's lithograph of the statue in the courtyard suggests that it was
now reframed by the architectural aesthetics of the colonnade that sur
rounded it [Figure 5]. Gualdi's lithograph
the statue fenced off,
but
adjacent to other archaeological monuments. His composition
is strikingly similar to the descriptions and representations of the dis
play of plaster reproductions of Classical and Renaissance imagery that
the Academy students used as models in their drawing classes.27
The placement of Tolsá's equestrian monument in the University is
suggestive of what historian Gerardo Morales Moreno calls the housing
of monuments in the "museo del olvido" wherein, dangerous monu
ments may be sequestered rather than destroyed.28 Probing Gualdi's
lithograph further, we see among the monuments and barely visible
the left-hand corner of the courtyard, the Aztec stone sculpture known
as the Coatlicue ("She of the Serpent Skirt").
Coatlí
and Tolsá's
monument emerged into public view in the Plaza Mayor within a few
years of each other. In order
repave the Plaza Mayor and accommo
the new and elaborately paved elipse for the display of the statue,
the old pavement
to be dug up in 1790. In so doing, workers
two of the most significant Pre-hispanic, Aztec monuments known: the
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Coatlícue and the Aztec Calendar Stone. As is well known, the Calen
dar Stone was displayed in public on the west tower of
Cathedral.
The monument's initial interpreter, creole astronomer, Antonio León y
Gama, knew that the stone was connected to the sensationally repre
practices of Aztec human sacrifice. He chose, however,
con
sciously downplay that aspect, and instead insisted
emphasizing the
elaborately carved cylindrical stone's so-called scientific and cultural
aspects, calling it an "an appreciable monument" of Aztec high cul
ture.29
Coatlícue - a life-sized, figure wearing a serpent skirt, a
necklace of hearts and hands and with a head made of two opposing
serpent heads - was, by contrast unavoidably and visibly linked those
pagan practices in a way that the Calendar Stone was not. Because
these associations, Coatlícue was removed from public view and hidden
in the University. The Coatlícue, like Tolsá's equestrian monument, was
a potent wellspring - or so
respective authorities
- for the
provocation of behavior potentially uncontrollable by the state. The
Coatlícue evoked pagan religious practices, the monument royalist adu
lation. Later, in the nineteenth century, both statues were reclaimed and
inserted into textual and institutional art-historical and national-cultur
al narratives.30
Coatlícue is now part of the world-famous Mexica
gallery in
Museo Nacional de Antropología,
the Aztec Calen
dar Stone also resides.31
Other representations of Tolsá's statue suggest the subtle process
historicization and nationalization. As we have already noted, by the
end of
nineteenth century, Tolsá's statue sat at the opening of the
Paseo de la Reforma (formerly the Paseo del Emperador) and
come
serve as symbolic
point for the city.32 President Porfirio Díaz's
regime (1874-1910) capitalized
Maximilian's urban renovations, espe
cially in and around the Reforma itself. Major sculptural programs, the
growth of elite subdivisions as well as the expansion of Chapultepec
Park, all centered around this hub, located at the center of the most
expensive real estate in town.33
festivities held in 1899,
the occa
sion of Díaz's birthday
the anniversary of Mexican Independence,
demonstrate one of the most remarkable examples of the important
position acquired by "El Caballito. " For this occasion, triumphal arch
es representing each state in the Mexican union were erected around the
entrance to Paseo de la Reforma. These
like the ones built dur
ing the earlier Colonial period
celebrate the arrival of a new Arch
bishop or Viceroy, later in the nineteenth century a president or emper
or, were ephemeral.
The arch from the state of Oaxaca, Díaz's birthplace, held the place
of honor at the opening of the eastern
of the Paseo. The arch, one
of a number of examples of "Neo-Indigenous" structures, was covered
with geometric patterns derived from Pre-Hispanic, Zapotec architec
al ornamentation found at Mitla, in the state of Oaxaca. Two decora
tive tablets crowned the rigidly geometric structure, designed by the
well-known archaeologist, Alfredo Chavero, with inscriptions honoring
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both Díaz's birthday and the celebration of Mexican Independence.
Spectators could pass through two separate openings within the larger
framework. Art historian Elisa García Barragán has observed that
these two doorways subtly reminded the spectator of the two-way traf
fic in transit over the boulevard itself.
arch, derived from ancient
motifs, was also a witness to modern urban progress (Garcia Barragán
67). This juxtaposition of antiquity and modernity is further heightened
in the photograph
by the presence of the street lamp in front
the arch.
Significantly,
arch was placed at the entrance to the Paseo. Log
ically Oaxaca would have held the position of most importance, yet the
photograph of the arch attests
another relationship. Through the
archway, we see Tolsá's equestrian monument; directly behind it is one
of the new town houses built during the Porfiriato in the Mansard style.
This is not only a visual essay
the issue of the eclecticism and use of
neo-styles — certainly a much contested term today — which character
izes turn-of-the century Mexican architecture, but it also signals once
again the pivotal position of the monument. Even if the point of
of the photograph is "coincidental,"
effect is to encapsulate much
what the Porfiriato stood for, including the subtle evocation of Diaz's
imperial predecessors and massive urban projects, both architecture and
sculpture.34 Styles could now be read in a chronological sequence,
which is afforded by the architectural framing of the monument in the
Reforma itself and especially in the photograph framing it with the tri
umphal arch from Oaxaca.
Juan O'Gorman's painting, The City of Mexico, in the Museo de
Moderno in Mexico City, represents a twentieth-century staging of mon
uments and styles in the city. In this tempera on masonite painting
1949, one
the symbolic architect-builder of post-revolutionary Mex
City observing a chorographic view of the capital.35 This is a picture
of a modern Mexico City, in the process of being constructed. At first
glance, it is
urban space populated by new buildings and dominated
by skyscrapers. It is an image related to tourism, industrialization, and
consumer culture of the 1940's.36 This depiction of the predominantly
new and modern city cannot erase the markers of the older city, howev
er. O'Gorman pointedly fills the painting with crucial evidence of Mex
ico City's historical and art historical past, and of the emblems that serve
as geographical and cultural reference points for the viewer.
view
er enters the city from the west looking east, a position that demands an
accounting of key monuments. On the left side of the painting, acting
as a visual fulcrum for the new and modern skyscrapers is a diminutive
image of the equestrian statue
Charles IV.
sculpture sits, like a
chess piece,
the boulevard, reflecting the development around it.
Behind it, one can barely make out the copper dome of the Palace of Fine
Arts, begun in the early twentieth-century with the
energy of the
Porfirian project
renovate and reorient the city in time for the 1910
centennial celebration. Further behind the Palace of Fine Arts are the
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towers of the Cathedral, implicitly locating the Plaza Mayor.37 The
Colonial Baroque city is embodied in the small red and white building
that leads, theoretically, down the Paseo de Bucareli toward which the
statue of Charles IV points. This building displays the polychrome and
ornate facades that
become, even by the period of the Bourbon
reforms, emblematic of seventeenth and eighteenth century buildings.
On the right
of the painting, prominently placed in the hands of
the presumed architect, is a representation of the sixteenth-century Map
of
Cruz which depicts the island city of Tenochtitlán - the archae
ological base of modern Mexico City, with
grid structure, surround
ing lake and mainland, clearly depicted by an early Colonial artist.
These images - statue, colonial building, Cathedral, Palace of Fine Arts
and map - act as emblems not only of a chronology of Mexican history,
but also of
art history. They summarize an emerging visual and sym
bolic discourse of national imagery. They also underscore the moderni
ty of
emerging city at mid-century.
VI. Conclusion

Museo Nacional de Arte (MUNAL) and Tolsá's own Palace of Mines
currently frame Tolsá's statue. The MUNAL is housed in a Renaissance
revival building that was built in the first decade of the twentieth cen
tury
house the Díaz administration's Secretary of Communications
and Public Works (SCOP).38 Directly across the street is the palatial
Classical revival building of the Bourbon period, the Palace of Mines,
completed about a century earlier. Tolsá's Neo-Classical equestrian
monument of Charles IV sits between these two structures. Monument
and buildings all embody
stylistic shifts that are used
organize
Mexican art history. Moreover, like the equestrian portrait itself, the
buildings embody regimes once antagonistic to the liberal-revolutionary history of Mexico. But, like the "Caballito" and the Coatlícue, they
have long
been rendered palatable through their recontextualization as national patrimony.
In 1981, two hundred years after the official foundation of
Acad
emy of San Carlos, which produced most of the works in the MUNAL's
collection, a presidential decree authorized the transfer of control of the
Palacio de Comunicaciones to the Secretary of Public Education. In the
following year, a second decree authorized the building's use for the
Museo Nacional de Arte. In 1978,
equestrian monument of Charles
the IV
already been moved from its location at the intersection
the Paseo de Bucareli and the Paseo de la Reforma to the small Plaza
directly in front of the Palace (López 24).39 In
new location, the
Caballito ties together a heritage of high culture and styles, expressing
ordering principle determined by
symbolic value.
movement
of the statue, and the conversion of the Porfirian building into a muse
um, were only part of the ongoing process
create a showcase for cul
tural institutions and high-end businesses in the city center.40 This
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process, with complex beginnings and
intricate regulatory backbone,
paralleled the decline of the city center as a viable residential district,
particularly for the middle class.41
salvaging of
city center and
concomitant patrimonialization acknowledged such urban shifts, as
well as the economics of tourism, which could be usefully funneled
toward a geographically compact cultural center, such as the Centro
Histórico or downtown area.
It could be said that just as the city was reordering itself in
con
tinuous process of modernization and dealing with such issues as trans
portation and massive population growth, so too the equestrian portrait
was reinscribed into its new "museified" space. There is much irony
recalling that at almost exactly the
moment Tolsá's equestrian por
trait was moved back to the newly legislated city center, and specifical
ly in front of the building whose collections housed the product of the
Academy organized by Charles III and Charles IV, fortuitous urban ren
ovations found the remains of the Templo Mayor just as
hap
pened with the Coatlícue and the Aztec Calendar
Templo
Mayor was the most important state religious building in the Aztec cap
of Tenochtitlán. To continue to excavate the structure meant the
destruction of Colonial buildings standing about it, which forced a deci
sion about what heritage was worth saving. The balancing act of keep
a precarious equilibrium between the so-called "dual heritages" of
Mexico can be embodied in
more significant pair of monuments than
the equestrian portrait of Charles IV and the Aztec Templo Mayor, both
inserted into the tension-filled process of negotiation between past and
present needs, and between art history and politics, in the spaces of the
city.

Notes
1. I would like to thank Ray Hernández Durán at the University of
Mexico, Pia F. Cuneo at the University of Arizona, and Dr. William Beezley's Mexican History Workshop (Oaxaca) for their careful reading of
and comments
this essay.
2. For a discussion of the fate of other public monuments, see Michaelski.
3. This paper benefited greatly from the arguments in Riegl, Boyer, and
Escobedo.
4. See for example Albán and Katzew.
5. For a detailed discussion of the commission, see Bargellini, "Le leal
tad Americana."
6. Escontria identifies the horse's gait as a galanteo, 97.
7. For a summary of the Bourbon reforms, see, for example, Lombardo
de Ruiz.
8. For a history of the Academy see among others Uribe and Charlot.
9. See Bargellini, "La idea de Roma."
10. The text of the pamphlet is reprinted in Salazar Hijar y Haro.
11. For a discussion of the plaza in Latin America, see Low.
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12. The emphasis
conquest was made all the more apparent
the
medallions decorating the pedestal of the sculpture, which bore allegor
ical images of the four quarters of the world rendering tribute to Charles
IV (Bargellini, "La lealtad Americana" 213).
13. For example, Altamirano, Roa Bárcena, and more recently, Man
rique, who says it is "one of the first great Mexican civil monuments."
While not chronologically the first, it was certainly the first in quality"
(173).
14. For a discussion of imagery and the "creole nation," see Los Pinceles
de la Historia and Los Pinceles de la Historia.
15. Bargellini 208-220. Bargellini emphasizes the civic function to dis
tinguish
equestrian form here as against the horse and rider of the
Santiago Matamoros (St. James
Moorkiller) represented both in
Spain and in the Americas; see n. 30.
16. I would like thank Dr. Rebecca Earle of
University of Warwick
for alerting me to this reference.
17. It will be important bring to bear the history of horses and horse
manship in Mexico. It certainly claims a very longstanding and signifi
cant tradition of horsemanship in the context of the charro, understood
to be specifically a national figure and practice.
18. "Dos caballos mejicanos sirvieron de modelo para la construcción
de la esátua; para la provisional, uno de la raza del marques del Jaral en
S. Luis Potosí, para la de bronce uno de Puebla."
19. "La raza mejicana nada tiene que envidiar a la de Andalucia de
donde la trajeron
españoles, y quizás ha mejorado
este clima...."
20. For
analysis of Andalusians and New Spain, see
Moreno.
21. For interpretations of the casta paintings, see the essays in Katzew.
The issue of "race" is clearly a highly burdened issue and cannot be
dealt with expansively here. For a discussion related to visual imagery
in nineteenth century Mexico, see Widdifield, Embodiment, and
The Idea of Race.
22. See for example the image of Iturbide delivering a speech in a tem
ple in the very
where the equestrian portrait of Charles IV would
have been visible.
painting,
silk is in the collection of the Museo
Nacional de Historia in Mexico City.
23. "[E]l gobierno, temiendo la exaltación del pueblo, la hizo conducir
al patio de la Universidad ...." This passage is the accompanying com
mentary to a lithograph of the
de Bucareli which the statue had
been moved in 1852.
24. In 1904, geographer García Cubas wrote in his El Libro de Mis Recuer
dos a short piece entitled "Traslación de la estatua de Carlos 25." In it he
relates the transfer of the statue from the University to the public space
of the streets, noting that in 1852 it was
the subject of numerous
satirical pieces published in broadsheets and in almanacs, (446). This
kind of exultation of engineering was heard at the original transfer
the statue from
foundry to the Plaza Mayor. For one example, see
Humboldt.
25.
individuals were "presentados dos
dos, los convectors
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fureron estrangulados sobre una plataforma levantada junto a la estat
ua de Carlos IV
la calle de Bucareli, atrás de la Ciudadela."
lith
ograph is reproduced in México ilustrada, 105, pl. 87.
26. For a recent study on Castro see Casimiro Castro.
27. It will be instructive to discover whether students actually went to
the University to draw the statue.
28.
Coatlícue was "exhumed" for study
Alexander von Hum
boldt in 1803. For a history of
arqueological and ethnographic col
lections in Mexico, see Moreno.
29. For a discussion of interpretations of the Aztec Calendar
see
Widdifield, Aztec Calendar Stone.
30. For a discussion of the collection of monuments in the National
Museum, see Morales Moreno.
31. This can be gauged by the narrative descriptions of the city, in which
the reader follows a tour of landmarks. See
Novo, or
recently, Salazar Hijar y Haro.
32. For one study on the "aesthetics" of Coatlícue, see Fernández,
"Coatlícue," 161.
33. For one discussion of the real estate boom in the new colonias, see
Schell, Jr.
34. Moreover, the visual relationship between the modern arch, derived
from ancient imagery, and a Neo-Classical statue encapsulates a history
of Mexican
itself, in a fashion similar to the condensed chronicle
Mexican political history effectively displayed in a series of nineteenth
century cultural heroes
the Reforma avenue. For studies
the
sculptural projects of the
de la Reforma, see Tenenbaum and
Velazquez Guadarrama.
35. For other images of Mexico City, both pictorial representations and
maps and plans, see Atlas de la Ciudad de México. For a more detailed
analysis of O'Gorman's painting, see Ramírez. For a discussion of the
monument's relationship to the revolution, see Benjamin.
36. For recent works on the 1940's see Niblo, Pilcher, and Joseph. 37.
This is not the first painting to use a fragment of the Cathedral in what
I would suggest is a conscious effort to plant it as a marker of both time
and politics. See for example, José Maria Velasco's painting of 1861 enti
tled Ex-convento San Bernardo. I
discuss this in Widdifield, "Mod
ernizando el pasado."
38. For a study of this building and its interior decoration, see Gutiér
rez
39. Salazar Hijar Haro reproduces a document deposited in a box in the
pedestal in which is presented the relationship between the renovation
of city and the installation of the statue in Plaza Tolsá (259).
40. See, for example, Lombardo de Ruiz.
41. For an analysis on
development of the city center, see Davis.
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read

To
William Faulkner's work as a matter
habit is to immerse oneself in languorous
stretches of prose that reflect a distinctively
American pursuit of thresholds. The rhythms
and intricacies of Faulkner's syntax — "unmis
takable . . . urgent, intense, highly rhetorical"
(Baym 1524) — create a perpetual disequilibri
um; lyrical strands of clauses perpetually rede
fine their subject, but never
find resolu
tion, and
to be motivated by a conviction
that nothing can finally be encompassed by
definitive description.
idiosyncratic frag
mentation of narrative interwoven with the
complexities of diction and fluid continuities of
clauses creates a vision of an American South
that is at
well observed and yet as ethereal
as a distant horizon.
That conclusion about Faulkner's South is
well earned. I revisited
Faulknerian canon
after several thousand miles of travel spent
crisscrossing the Virginia landscape. My curios
ity about Virginia's Civil War monuments
small towns was indulged with missionary
after undertaking diversions from a 500-mile
weekly teaching commute between southwest
Virginia and New York City. It would lead me to
about 140 sites across the commonwealth, from
Norfolk to
Cumberland Gap and from the
Washington suburbs of northern Virginia to
Danville, on the North Carolina state line. I
traveled almost entirely by auto, sometimes by
train or plane, but ultimately - invariably — on
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foot to examine each site, photograph each monument, and transcribe
the rhetoric of elegies and epitaphs. Diverse geography and weather
conditions, map inconsistencies, location uncertainties, and complex
logistics
to the challenge and gave ample reason why this kind
project has not been undertaken before. But my predilection for land
scape reveries prevailed: where some "mortal men" find themselves
"fixed in ocean reveries," as Herman Melville phrases it, I
to be
readily transfixed by inland Middle American and American Southern
terrestrial vistas (93).
Civil War monuments continue to have a prominent physical place
in American Southern public space, in small county seats as well as such
landmark locations as Arlington National Cemetery or Richmond's
Monument Avenue. Most of the South, of course, is utterly contempo
rary, and it requires a highly selective eye to focus only
explicit ves
tiges of the Civil War. In many ways, Atlanta is indistinguishable from
Chicago, summer in New York is as sweltering as that in Richmond, and
a stretch of fast food restaurants in Milwaukee seems not to have many
distinguishing characteristics from a fast food strand in Charlotte. Pro
foundly complex regional distinctions persist, however. John Fraser
Hart observes that "If the South has a symbol, it is the statue of the Con
federate soldier which stands in the county seat. Hands resting
the
barrel of
grounded rifle, knapsack and blanket roll on his back, he
stares in stony silence to the north whence
the invading Yankee
armies" (Winberry 106).
Each monument — whatever its individual prominence, size, status,
state of preservation, or artistic merits — presents a confrontation with
a perpetuated disequilibrium that is not unlike that found in such works
as Requiem for a Nun, Intruder in the Dust, and "The Bear," from Go Down,
Moses. Southern postbellum elegiac rhetoric is a ceaseless, static striv
ing to reconcile the tension between word, deed and memory. The
ambition, import, irony and paradox of this rhetoric bears, I will argue,
illuminating comparison to Faulknerian syntax and import, most
famously perhaps in the following passage from Intruder in the Dust,
which the dimensions of time are
be perpetually compressed to
one moment's threshold and possibility. To judge from the passage
below, every white Southern male adolescent of the post-war era spent
blood dwelling in the possibility that the war against the Union
colossus could still be won, if only in
mind:
For every Southern boy fourteen years old, not
but when
he wants it, there is the instant when it's still not yet two
o'clock on that July afternoon in 1863, the brigades are in posi
tion behind the
fence, the guns are laid and ready in the
woods and the furled flags are already loosened to break out and
Pickett himself with his long oiled ringlets and
hat in one
hand probably and his sword in the other looking up the hill
waiting for Longstreet to
the word and it's all in the balance,
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it hasn't happened yet, it hasn't even begun yet, it not only has
n't begun yet but there is still
for it not begin against that
position and
circumstances which made more men than
Garnett and Kemper and Armistead and Wilcox look grave yet
it's going to begin, we all know that, we have come
far
too much at stake and that moment doesn't need even a fourteenyear-old boy to think This time. Maybe this time with all this much
to
and all this much
gain.
(190)
moment of uncertainty at Gettysburg that Faulkner describes is
inviolate, consummate in possibility, poised between past, present
and future. Sanctified
the imagination, it affords recourse
the
prospect that the grit of historical detail might yet be transubstantiated
into a lost cause redeemed. It is the grand pretense and discordance
such a claim that persuades me that Faulknerian syntax has a sinuous
quality of discontinuity and fragmentation that should be contextual
ized with the discontinuum and incongruities present in the rhetoric
Lost Cause post-Civil War epitaphs and elegies.
This much has been well noted: the war
a profound relevance
to Faulkner.
war ended just thirty-two years before his birth, his
great-grandfather served as an officer in the Confederate army, and
reconstruction was leaving its legacy during his childhood. The peak
development of postbellum southern elegiac rhetoric took place in the
years of Faulkner's birth (1897), childhood and adolescence. Charles
Wilson Reagan notes that by "1914 the Confederate Veteran magazine
revealed that
a thousand monuments existed in the South[; and
that] by that time
battlefields had been set aside as pilgrimage
sites containing holy shrines" ("Religion" 178). The paradox of this
rhetoric — fixed in
to represent what came to be a dynamic, fluid
interpretation of history — must have influenced a writer of Faulkner's
background. Faulkner's work, I contend, reflects a landscape that is
mediated by this overarching rhetoric of postbellum tragedy, genesis,
reconstruction, paradox, and defiance.
An examination of a selection of the written texts attached to Vir
ginia courthouse monuments offers
insight
the investment their
authors claim in a rhetoric of earnest if ultimately discordant abstract
ironies. They have nothing of
prodigious breadth and voluminous
complexities of Faulknerian narrative: Cryptic, suggestive complexities
prevail instead. Often, the texts are wholly dedicated to memorializing
an idealized common soldier whose virtues and cause are extolled with
extravagant rhetorical breadth. Thus it is that, with the upper case
imperatives that are characteristic of this genre, the Bowling Green
courthouse monument is "Erected by the people of Caroline County to
commemorate the valor and endurance of
soldiers furnished to the
Army of the Confederate States of America." The Louisa courthouse
monument is erected "In memory of the courage, patriotism and devo
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tion of the Confederate soldiers of Louisa County." The Chesterfield
courthouse monument is "simply" erected "In memory of the Confed
erate soldiers of Chesterfield and Manchester."
Abstract political principles are commonly invoked as a ritualistic
articulation of what came to be called the Lost Cause.1 The Sussex
County monument, for example, declares of "Our Confederate Soliders," that "the Principles for which they fought live eternally."
dado
of the shaft of the Charles City Courthouse, Virginia is dedicated "To the
Confederate soldiers of Charles City County" as "defenders of constitu
tional liberty and the right of self government." The Montross Court
house of Westmoreland County memorializes "The Confederate sol
diers of Westmoreland," and calls particular attention to those:
Who fell in defence of Virginia,
and in the cause
constitutional liberty.
The Berryville Courthouse monument is:

Erected to the memory of
the sons of Clarke
who gave their lives
in defense of the rights
of the states and of Constitutional Government.

The Berryville text concludes:
Fate denied them success but
they achieved imperishable fame.

Invocations of
mortal sacrifice of Confederate soldiers are com
mon. Interpretations of the meanings of those sacrifices vary widely.
Marion, Virginia text lauds "The defenders of state sovereignty" for
being "faithful unto death," but the sentimental banality of the King and
Queen County text belies the extravagance of an implicit messianic
claim.
text asserts that:
We have gathered the
Sacred dust,
Of warriors tried and true,
Who bore the flag
Our nation's trust,
And fell in the cause
'Tho lost, still just
And died for me and you.
Similarly, the courthouse monument at Stannardsville promulgates a
transcendent, post-mortem vitality for Greene County's Confederate
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dead: "Dead — yet still they speak," it declares. The extraordinary
nature of these
raises questions. Was it a religion?
cult? The
qualities ascribed to an idealized past bring to
Wilson's observa
tion that these monuments were so venerated that:
Preachers converted the innumerable statues dotting the South
ern countryside
religious objects, almost idols, that quite
blatantly taught Christian religious and moral lessons. "Our
cause is with God" and "in hope of a joyful resurrection," among
the most directly religious inscriptions on monuments, were not
atypical.
(Baptized 29)

desire to shape and perpetuate the memory is inherent in elegiac
rhetoric in general, of course:
of the rhetorical gestures to the per
petuation of memory in Southern elegies are recurring. "Love makes
memory eternal," the New Castle text purports, adding that their "Con
federate soldiers" are "invincible in life" yet "immortal in death." The
aphorism that "Love makes memory eternal" is
promulgated on the
monuments at Salem, Pearisburg, Spotsylvania, Lovingston, Char
lottesville, Lawrenceville, and Franklin.
"Confederate dead" bear
explicit mention at Christiansburg, Hillsville, Alexandria, Amelia,
Franklin, Chatham, and Marion. They are "our Confederate dead" at
Stannardsville, Norfolk and Isle of
They are "our Confederate
soldiers" on
Lynchburg courthouse monument.
Some facets of the war are conspicuously absent. Slavery, for exam
ple, is unmentioned. Other facets, though, are pervasive. Almost
invariably, the time parameters are defined: 1861-1865, sanctifying the
years of the war from the present. In the common proclamation
that God will avenge — "Deo Vindice" — is a clear intimation that
unspecified injustices will be rectified, history's course righted and that
victory, however that is defined, will ultimately be adjudicated
Prov
idence. "Southerners clung
the hope of future vindication," Wilson
observes. "Though they accepted the Confederacy's defeat as final, they
repeatedly speculated that
might allow Confederate principles to
succeed in another guise, in another time" (74-5).2 In Virginia's elegiac
rhetoric, those speculations are multifarious and pervasive. Every mon
ument is different; none is identical to another; only a few counties
Virginia have no courthouse monuments at all.3
Faulkner places these rhetorical promontories in the center of his fic
tionalized conception of the Southern landscape. They are the domi
nant feature of which
writes in Requiem for a Nun:
But above all, the courthouse:
center, the focus, the hub; sit
ting looming in the center of the county's circumference like a
single cloud in
ring of horizon, laying
vast shadow to the
uttermost rim of horizon; musing, brooding, symbolic and pon
derable, tall as cloud, solid as rock, dominating all.
(35)
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Public and private enterprise and construction have had a dramatic
influence
the Southern landscape, as I have
but
hundred
years after the peak of their development and forty years after Faulkn
er's
those rhetorical bulwarks continue to dominate the land
scape of hundreds of crossroads and courthouse sites in Virginia and
across the south. Those sites include
Mississippi, Faulkner's
home and seat of Lafayette County, where
Confederate monument
erected in 1907 is proclaimed to be:
In memory of
the patriotism
of the
Confederate soldiers
of Lafayette County
Mississippi.
They gave their lives
in a just and holy cause.

Like many postbellum Southern elegies, the Oxford monument bears
tributes from several groups, including the "surviving comrades" of
"our Confederate dead," as well as the Sons of
"unite in
this justification of their fathers [sic] faith," and a conclusion that pro
claims the monument
be a "A loving tribute to the memory of our
heroes
the patriotic daughters of Lafayette County, Mississip
pi."
John Winberry puzzles over the ultimate meaning of Confederate
monuments. He is assured that
"monument is a symbol, but," he
observes, "whether it was a memory of the past, a celebration of the pre
sent, or a portent of the future remains a difficult question to answer;
monuments and symbols can be complicated and sometimes indeci
pherable." If anything, Winberrry understates the case when he
declares that the "South has for a long time been a dichotomous conun
drum, a contradiction ..." of the charming and trustworthy in the midst
of the hostile and menacing. "The Confederate monument,"
con
cludes, "fits this duality" (118).4 Confederate monuments embody this
conundrum with a rhetoric of quintessentially American ideals and
paradox. Extraordinary in their pretense, they offer extravagant ideals.
In the monuments' rhetoric, the American Civil War's resulting loss,
tragedy, and chaos are cast in an illusion of order and resolution. For
all the complexity of
war's history and reconstruction's legacy, the
rhetoric promulgates cohesion in
tumult of the events of 1861-1865.
medium — sculpted soldiers, bas-reliefs, terse
stone or
bronze obelisks, shafts, or plaques — necessitates ostensible simplicity
and essentialized abstractions, of course, even though such simplicity
can only artfully obscure the war's tragic effects and sketch
meaning.
At their best, the rhetoric's simplicity and suggestiveness may well have
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offered a catharsis for those who grieved war-related personal losses.
At their least persuasive, the rhetoric offers dissembling platitudes or
tenders hopelessly didactic rationalizations. Monuments
orderly;
the rhetoric seems persuasive. But the fullness of their appeal may rest
with their message of non-reconciliation and incompleteness. Southern
postbellum elegiac rhetoric attempts a grand suggestiveness and repre
sentative insufficiency with a discordant but affecting irony — they are
asynchronous, incapable of wholly representing the past, intrusive
the present, yet perpetually poised over the future.5 It is the paradox,
irony, pathos, and fragmented suggestiveness of this rhetoric that
attracts my attention and brings me back Faulkner. His body of work,
I contend, represents the contradictions, pathos, and gothic tragedy
the South with a syntax of continual qualification, as if the accumulation
of clauses can in some way represent, or suggest, a dimension that tran
scends mere representation. Faulkner amplifies these
elements
with an artfulness that is distinctive in balancing a narrative and syn
tactical tension between order and disorder, but which
expression
in what Richard Gray calls "ultimate disconnection" — the
unrec
onciled quality, I contend, that is perpetuated in postbellum Southern
monuments.
I am aware that such a claim is subject to challenge. Critical per
spectives vary in their assessments of the larger narrative unity or lack
of unity in Faulkner's work. J. E. Bunselmeyer, for example,
a com
munal connectedness in novels as different as The Hamlet and Light in
August:
vision at
heart of Faulkner's works is of life as a process
of accretion, of overwhelming connectedness. This vision is
embodied in the syntactic style that characterizes Faulkner's nar
ration and marks phrase rhythms as "Faulknerian." Works as
different as The Hamlet and Light in August share a syntactic style
that equates events and ideas, past and present, by piling up
clauses; the style transforms
individual experience by linking
it to everything around it.
(313)
Faulkner himself seems to have intimations of a larger connectedness in
his work. Richard Gray takes note of the author's ruminations
this
matter in Faulkner's interview with Malcom Cowley. Gray observes
that Faulkner seemed to be in "an unusually self-congratulatory mood,"
when
declared "that all the people of the imaginary county [Yoknapatawpha], black and white, townsmen, farmers, and housewives, have
played their part in one connected story" (Writing 166). Connected?
Gray demurs, suggesting that Faulkner's assertion about the continuity
of his narratives is either misconceived or casually spoken. Gray
that Faulkner consciously invested his narratives with a thematic dis
cordance:
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Continuity, however, was not quite the right word to describe it.
For, as Faulkner recognised most of the time, such connections as
achieved took place within a framework of ultimate discon
nection. Ends might be tied up but other ends would have to be
left hanging loose; the stories that were told, the patterns that
were traced, rested upon certain initial acts of selection and
exclusion.
(166)

disconnection is depicted in a range of tensions whose dimensions,
as Faulkner sketches them, suggest infinite complexity, but whose reso
lution is held in suspension and continuum. In Faulkner's narratives,
possibility of redemption is not admitted, but there is no yielding
recourse to hope — to some possibility of the vindication of Providence:
Vindice after all. Richard Gray's argument for utimate disconnection
may thus be consonant with Donald Kartiganer's contention that a
novel such as A Fable has no resolution beyond an arrival at a "static
equilibrium." Kartiganer writes:
If a A Fable contains a tragic view opposite to that of the New
Testament — the recognition that potential and actual redemp
tion will never coincide — it also contains the hope implicit to
the fact that they will never relax their tension. . . . Fact and ges
ture, father and son, law and mutiny, symbolic and semiotic . . .
Faulkner balances them against each other, confirming an essen
tial tension of his career, in this novel unwilling to advance them
beyond a static equilibrium.
(23)
narratives of several of Faulkner's characters depict a con
frontation with and defiance of history's verdict that is founded on what
I argue is a distinctive American tradition of iconoclasm, a faith in the
perpetuity of possibility based on seductive but untenable hopes.
Virginia postbellum rhetoric, that pursuit of thresholds is discernible
the New Castle courthouse proclamation that the Confederate soldier
was "Invincible in Life; Immortal in Death," or in the juxtaposed para
dox of the Confederate "Deathless dead" inscribed on the courthouse
monument at Washington, Virginia. Those claims, etched in stone, have
about them "the rubble-dross of fact and probability" of which Faulkn
er writes in Requiem for a Nun (184). They perpetuate reconciliation and
non-reconciliation in the same way that the mourning of individuals,
communities, and nations seems be ridden with unremitting cycles
trial
grieving that alternate with intervals of reconciliation. Consis
tency has no place. Genuine reconciliation is an illusion. So, too, can
Faulkner claim in one thread of his work that the past is perpetuated
and at the
time, but in a different passage, conclude that
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that old war was dead; the sons of those tottering old men in
gray had already died in blue coats in Cuba, the macabre
mementos and testimonials and shrines of the new war already
usurping the earth before the blasts of blank shotgun
. . .
(Requiem 207)

There is in Faulkner's work a syntactic continuum, with characters who
are connected and disconnected from the course of events around them.
They are sometimes reconciled
history, as in the passage above, and
yet, to judge
the narratives of
of Faulkner's characters, they
reflect a South that is demonstrably, deliberately unemancipated from
history. Faulkner's
McCaslin and Gavin Stevens, for example, are
unable or unwilling to reconcile the receding past with the turbulent
present and an uncertain future. Faulkner's narratives of these charac
ters sustain a veritable solace in the asynchronous. Gavin Stevens in
Intruder in the Dust, for example, draws succor against
turbulent pre
sent from his vision of an unchanging past that
hopes is of such over
whelming dominance as to ease the distinctions between past, present
and future. These dimensions are amalgamated and rendered timeless:
"It's all now you see," Stevens declares. "Yesterday wont be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago" (190).
Thus it is that Faulkner sustains long continuities of clauses, such as
the following (much longer as a whole, of course, than space constraints
allow), taken
Requiem For a Nun, in which the war's train of events
are given a grim, fatalistic, inevitability about them
a landscape
whose whole meaning is derived from the events of 1861-1865:
[S]o Jefferson and Yoknapatawpha County
mounted Golgo
tha and passed beyond Appomattox a
year in advance, with
returned soldiers in the town, not only the wounded from the
battle of Jefferson, but whole men: not only the furloughed from
Forrest in Alabama and Johnston in Georgia and Lee in Virginia,
but the stragglers, the unmaimed flotsam and refuse of that sin
gle battle now drawing
final constricting loop from the
Atlantic Ocean at Old Point Comfort, to Richmond:
Chat
tanooga: to Atlanta:
the Atlantic Ocean again at Charleston,
were not deserters but who could not rejoin any still-intact
Confederate unit for
reason that there were enemy armies
between, so that in the almost faded twilight of that land, the
knell of Appomattox made no sound; when in the spring and
early
of '65 the formally and officially paroled and dis
banded soldiers began
trickle back into the county, there was
anticlimax.
(201)
Events are recounted; tragedy
comedy are recognized, but
endurance — or Sisyphean perpetuation — is all. Many examples
the one above could be
Let one more suffice:
railroad's intru
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sion into the backwoods of Mississippi in "The Bear" from Go Down,
Moses. The landscape Ike McCaslin beholds in that story is both tran
sient and fixed in the past.
is privy to a vision of the American "con
tinental diaspora."6 Yet in Faulkner's description, twentieth-century
technological and social change has the relative significance of a breeze
wafting across an open
— nothing is new, and all is vanity and
chasing after wind, as the prophet of Ecclesiastes declares
Faulkner writes:
the engine's exhaust was already slatting in mounting tempo
against the unechoing wilderness, the crashing of draw-bars
more travelling backward along the train, the caboose pick
ing up
at last. Then it was gone. It had not been. He could
no longer hear it.
wilderness soared, musing, inattentive,
myriad, eternal, green; older than any mill-shed, longer than any
spur-line.
(322)

Times change, events occur, nothing changes: the perception of time
lessness prevails. It is in that vein, it seems to me, that Lewis Simpson
cites Quentin of The
and the Fury and Absalom, Absalom to illus
trate the presence of an asynchronous continuum that characterizes
Faulknerian prose. Simpson describes an American ideal of being
emancipated from history that is pursued with all the vigor of Twain's
Huck
"light[ing] out for the territory ahead of the rest" (283).
Simpson discerns
access the fulfillment of that ideal. Indeed,
the recognition of the parameters of history that one may desire to
escape actually serves to implicate or imprison one in history:
When we expose ourselves to Quentin in
full dimension . . .
we see him as emblematic of the greatest resource of Faulkner
the poet-historian. He had come
a realization of the tragic
and comic knowledge that Thomas Jefferson had had but
refused believe; the knowledge . .. that architects of the ideal
ized southern slave state had
but refused to believe; the
knowledge that Emerson and the other architects of the nine
teenth-century ideal of the New England nation
but
refused to believe: namely, that mind, the presumed source
emancipation from history, is in its very dream of itself as the
emancipator from history completely implicated — or should
the term be imprisoned? — in the history it has not only made
but, as Paul Valéry
said of the modern mind, inordinately
desires to "live in."
(103)
Southern postbellum elegies, taken in context as a genre, offer a
reminder of the "inherent disequilibrium" that is present in rhetoric.7
Their efficacy requires a recognition of the presence of absent or oppos
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ing truths. In this sense, Richard Gray's observation regarding what he
perceives to be the "radical acts of exclusion" in Faulkner's The Sound
and the Fury, is also applicable to the paradigmatic touchstones dis
cernible in Southern elegiac rhetoric. Southern monuments can, at best,
only offer a suggestive insufficiency in their authors' attempt
offer a
mythic apologetic. The sightless eyes of the idealized Southern soldier
atop hundreds of monuments in the states of the former Confederacy,
whether they represent soldiers, sailors, or women (e.g., Hanover's
"Confederate Soldiers"
"Her Noble Women Who Loved Them"),
are strikingly appropriate representations of their rhetorical deficien
cies. Faulkner, in turn, may be
to offer "Benjy's 'empty' eyes" in The
Sound and the Fury as his testimony to the inadequacy of any mortal
vision, as well as the insufficiency of any mortal system of understand
to do justice to the complexities of
it claims to encom
pass.8 Gray writes:
The problem is, of course, that this is the order of an idiot, depen
dent
certain radical acts of exclusion. It is as if Faulkner were
reminding us that the ending of The
and the Fury is
end
at all: that it represents, at most, a continuation of the
process of encoding — the process, that is, of trying put things
"each in
ordered place" — and
invitation to us, the read
ers,
continue that process too. Benjy's "empty"
are
poignant reminders that no system is
complete or com
pletely adequate. Something is always missed out, it seems,
aspect of reality must invariably remain unseen; and, since
this is so,
book, not even one like this that uses a multiplicity
of systems, can ever truly be said to be finished. Language may
be a necessary tool for understanding and dealing with the
world, the only way we can hope
know Caddy; yet perverse
ly, Faulkner suggests, it is as much a function of ignorance, idio
cy, as of knowledge. It implies
loss, as well as fulfill
ment.
(215)

Gray's "absent presence" of larger truths (187)
me to propose that
Wilson may be overstating the case when he avers that through "the rit
ualistic and organizational activities of their civil religion, southerners
tried to overcome their existential worries and to
with their tragic
sense of life" ("Religion" 189). A civil religion? Certainly. Tragic sense
of living? Yes. However, in Faulkner's vision of the South, any flirta
tions with existentialism have been overcome. The past is palpable,
and ever present, at least to judge by Gavin Stephens' declaration
in Requiem for a Nun that "The past is never dead. It's not even past"
(80). It may be the best known of Faulknerian aphorisms. It may not
true — it has about it the grand ambiguity of great statements. But the
suggestion that the distinctions between the past and present are whol
ly arbitrary also has the pretence of a faith in perpetuated disequilibri
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um. The Faulknerian canon shares with the American iconoclastic tra
dition the conviction that the past, present and future can be manipu
lated, held, or suspended in possibility. Faulkner's body of work sus
tains a consonant certainty of discordance, a vision of America that
none of the intimations of grace or redemption that a New Testament
perspective would connote, but one which offers a kind of jeremiadic
disquietude. Consummation is pursued with a fixed, dyspeptic certi
tude; "truth and dream" remain, no matter
cataclysm befalls an
individual or community. Thus Faulkner declares, in a closing passage
from Requiem for a Nun, that a vision of the past might yet be obtained,
lived, if only one vests a little more faith in the possibilities
the Amer
ican horizon, if only one hastens a little faster or further into American
space. The continent is illimitable. Time is nullified; "was" and "is" dis
tinctions are blurred. There is an enduring, "vast weight of man's
incredible and enduring Was" (184-5):

not might have been, nor even could have been, but was: so vast,
so limitless in capacity is
imagination to disperse and burn
away the rubble-dross of fact and probability, leaving only truth
and dream — then gone, you are outside again, in the hot noon
sun: late; you have already wasted too much time: to unfumble
among the
signs and filling stations to get back onto a high
way you know, back into the United States; not that it matters,
since you know again now that there is not time: not space: no
distance.
(225)
What resonance does Faulkner's asynchronous perspective on time
offer?
evidence for my judgment on that issue also provides sup
port for my answer to the following question: Are Confederate monu
ments timeless, asynchronous: can those bones
Not if the monu
ments are simply lifeless figures that gaze "with empty eyes beneath his
marble hand into wind and weather," as Faulkner describes it in The
Sound and the Fury (399). But rhetoric, by demanding the reader's vital
participation, can breathe life
texts, through the act of interpreta
tion as well as the physical act of reading, then Southern postbellum
monuments do have a dynamic, multi-generational continuity.9 They
are inextricably a part of the Southern landscape's legacy and tragedy.
They are blood, stone and soil that anoint memory and imagination.

Notes
The field research for this project was funded, in
by a grant from the Pro
fessional Staff Congress of The City University of New York.

1. Gaines M. Foster's definition of this term, taken
his Ghosts of the
Confederacy, reads in part: "the postwar writings and activities that per
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petuated the memory of the Confederacy" (4). In his entry on this sub
ject in the Southern Encyclopedia, Foster observes that the phrase was
"popularized as the title of Edward A. Pollard's 1866 history of the Con
federacy," noting that it "accurately reflected their ambivalence about
the outcome of the war. 'Lost' acknowledge the defeat of the Confeder
acy; 'Cause' suggested the South had fought less for independence
for philosophical principals that might yet triumph." ("Lost Cause
Myth" 1134)
2.
religious dimension of this rhetoric brings
mind Sacvan
Bercovitch's assertion in his Rites of Assent that "Mexico may have meant
the land of gold and Canada might be the Dominion of the North; but
America was a venture in exegesis" (29).
3. Those counties include Stafford, Richmond, Lee, Wise, and Dicken
son. Others, Spotsylvania among them, have cemetery monuments
nearby.
4. Winberrry's essay, published in 1982, states that the South has been
"a contradiction between the friendly and the trustworthy Andy Taylor
of Mayberry and the snarling
and police clubs of 'Bull' Connor of
Birmingham" (118).
5. Though beyond the scope of this essay, a comparison of Southern and
Northern postbellum elegies would reveal sharp thematic contrasts.
Northern elegies may be said to manifest resolution. The "War of the
Rebellion," as it is often referred to, has been won and the Union pre
served—victory covers a multitude of complexities. With no need to
present an apologetic and rationale for the war and
after effects, they
may be
to lack something of the pathos present in Southern postbellum elegies.
6. The phrase is
from John Keegan's The Mask of Command. In his
essay
Ulysses S.
he observes that America "is a country dom
inated by the dimension not of time—as is Europe, trammeled by
his
tory—but of space" (181). Distance, it seems, provides the solace of a
hope of requited dreams.
7.
phrase is taken from Israel Kirzner's Competition and Entrepeneurship and offers a useful argument for applying the terms and
methodology of microeconomics to twentieth-century American litera
e. Kirzner, in contrast
own
on
to Joseph A. Schumpeter's theory of a cycle of

creative destruction and renewal of enterprises and institutions, sees a
larger continuity in the economic and social upheaval of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Kirzner writes:

Economic development, which Schumpeter . . . makes entirely
dependent
entrepeneurship, is "entirely foreign to what may
be observed in . . . the tendency towards equilibrium." By con
trast, my
treatment of the entrepreneur emphasizes the
equilibrating aspects of his role. I see the situation upon which
the entrepreneurial role impinges as one of inherent disequilibrium
rather than of equilibrium—as one churning with opportunities
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for desirable changes rather as one of placid evenness ... I see
these changes as equilibrating changes.
(73, emphasis added)

8. "Carven" eyes, as Faulkner describes the Confederate monument's
sculpted soldier in Sartoris: "The courthouse was of brick too, with
stone arches rising amid elms, and among the trees the monument of the
Confederate soldier stood, his musket at order arms, shading
carven
with
stone hand" (166).
9. Louise Rosenblatt's asserts that "the process of understanding a
work implies a re-creation of it, an attempt to grasp completely the
structured sensations and concepts through which
author seeks to
convey the quality of his sense of life. Each must make a new synthesis
of these elements with his own nature, but it is essential that he evoke
those components of experience to which the text actually refers" (Liter
ature 113).
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